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The Distances covered by the Yellow Misfit (W7241) and its
crews were:

North Sea Crossing 127.9 Nm- Dick and Bob

Waddenzee 43 Nm-Dick and Bob

Dutch Canals 73.75miles(118 Km)-Dick and Bob

Dutch, German and Danish Roads 386 miles-Alice, Dick
and Bob

Denmark solo 66.9Nm-Dick

Denmark 2up 93.3Nm-Alice and Dick

Sweden 2up to Kullavik 86.3 Nm-Alice and Dick

Sweden 2up Kullavik to Hamburgsund 81.20 Nm-Alice
and Dick

Number of rainy days - FAR TOO MANY!!!!
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U X l i . . l t.- ......... |- g.l .. failure of newfangled attaching system. Moral, stick to knot
either side or a meaty snapshackle and chance a belt in the
eye. Whilst lowering jib to reattach jib sheets, rope tail of
jib halyard escapes up into mast. A lot of "challenges Er
opportunities" are to flow from this event. Used reserve
external halyard to hoist jib, this currently holding only
the radar reflector. After all, that is what a reserve is for?3 l l l l i i P | 16:30 Saw DFDS ferry at 5Nm, Princess of Scandinavia by
her size, going NW. Sea calm now, wind dropping. About1 K _: _ : _ 1600, a trawler came over to check on us, Z122, but put
the fear of God up us as he charged up astern, only turning
about three of our boat lengths away! its true aboutIZ 1 __ l Belgian drivers then. Kindly thought, lads, but use the VHF

__ _ $ next time- you cannot change your underpants easily in an
Bob Tarn and Pick at Southwold open boat! Bob seems to have been a bit put out too; the
preparing the boat for their voyage, logged posn. is 52 23 56N 002 84 46E l ... fishing boat Z122
Sunday 03/08(98 came to check on us, "Bob queasy"; personally I was a bit
Weather/tide for North sea passage; Lowestoft range lm,

- Den Helder LW 14.30 on Monday, 13.00 on Tuesday. NW
airflow at first, W or SW F4/5 occ. F6, moderating to W
F3/4, occ. F5. WINW, light/moderate NW veering F5, NorthI Sea coast NWJW F5.
12:05 Left Southwold Sailing Club pontoon; a very friendly

* club who set the benchmark hospitality standard for our
reception at Clubs in three countries (the weather prevent-
ed us from testing Germany).
12:15 CTS 028M from harbour mouth. Weather report,

W3/4, mainly dry. Observation; w4, 4Nm vis., moderate sea.
13:00 Departure fix 52 20.37N 001 47 OOE 060M, Skts.

2m seas, sunny & warm. 14:30 52 21 56N 001 56 52E, __
CTS 060M, speed 4.4kt, jib sheets detached from jib due to Zl 22 comes to cal



more than that as the bows loomed over us! them away in an 8ft x5ft space?) speed 3.5kts. Change of
17:00 52 25 CON 002 00 02E, depth 48m, CTS 050M. helm, Bob to rest- 6ft in a 3.5ft space. Its useful being 5ft

Sunny, W F1/2, cloud to westwards. One tanker only in 8inches sometimes?
sight, bearing 033M, divergent.E 18:00 52 25 228N 002 11 13.3E, depth 43m, speed 2.5kts, 06/07/98
vmg 1.8kts. Cloudy, rain in distance to WNW. Forecast is 01:00 52 36 14.7N 002 26 43.4E, CTS 030M. Cloudy, no
W, going Northerly f516,f5(6 in Viking & both Utsires, WNW stars, but warm, NW fl. Changed GPS batteries. Engine
f5/6, 3(4 later in Thames, German Bight. refuelled 30mins earlier. By all the nay. lights around us we
18:55 CTS 027M per GPS, no wind, engine on. 19:10 CTS are in/near a TSS. This is Bobs first time playing dodgems

027M per GPS, changed GPS batteries(1200-1900). 20:00 with the big'uns, so coached him for an hour in the tactics
52 24 02.7N 002 14 34,9E, no wind, strong tide is setting of 6kts flat out on a calm day versus 25kts/30kts anytime,
us south, still motorsailing. any weather. After an hour of successful Northerly jinking
21:30 52 25 11.09N 002 17 02.5E, GPS CTS 000M, 10/10 and weaving, left him to it, fear raises the ability both of

cloud, West F17, sea slight to moderate, dusk falling. Engine instructor Er pupil quickly. --
refilled-2hr 35min. 04:00 52 42 53.6N 002 39 32.4E, GPS CTS 104M compass

Remember night sailing is fun! on one tank! We 090M!?. cloud 9/10, W/NW fl?, moderate sea, good vis. I
must get to NE more awoke after a 2 hour sleep to give Bob a spell. We are about
to get back on our halfway across the first TSS, but north of our intended
planned track. 0OOM track.

l | l _ ought to offset this 06.00-09.20 approx. This is the interesting bit;
tide. Watch system The winds had fallen very light again, we were only halfway,

* _ l _ from now on till Den so we decided to shake out the second reef which we'd had
Helder, Bob to helm, in since Southwold.
Dick to sleep. (W7241 has a mainsail with two deep lines of reefing pen-
23:00 52 28 49.3N nants which divide the sail into thirds. Mike Mountifield
002 16 54E, CTS per made the suit of sails with our "get you home" deep second
compass 030M, per reef Er a genuine high cut, roller furling cruising jib which
CGPS 015M (hmmmm, furls in plane with the foredeck & fairleads to cope with
check for bits of Alice Er my solo cruising needs in the Swedish Skagerrack -
metal-how to keep it's safe but slow in light winds).
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3 However, the main halyard refused to go higher than the
second reef position, It appeared to have become tangled

| with the windsock overnight and also the lost jib wire hal-
yard. A quick bit of lateral thinking & I decided to swap '

* over the external reserve halyard from jib to main, since the
* jammed main halyard would still tension the jib, whist the

other would let the main be fully raised.3 Main down, jib down, just making the changeover, when
SPANG!, the mast pivots neatly downwards Er backwards in

3 its tabernacle. It bruises my left arm as it misses Bob steer-
ing the outboard and lands neatly in the slot in the centre
tof the transom The second change u had been persuaded 
to th tansom!he trip had let us down. I normally use a dedeveiinge at:er tcom
6mm rope strop to tension forestay to stemhead fitting. nda to3 Recently, I had fitted a thinner running line thorough the as this made raising & lowering the mast easier.
stemhead and back to a jamming cleat behind the cutwater Unfortunately, it was not strong enough and had simply

parted at the stemhead when asked to take the full load of
the mast alone. "Shall we put out a PanPan, there are a
couple of trawlers 3Nm behind us." says Bob- but I'd had a3 .. _ chance to assess the damage; a bent mast track end, the
boom end fitting had its rivets ripped out by the gooseneck3 _ _ as the mast fell. Nothing that time and effort and a good
tool box could not cure. Ah yes, the toolbox, this was under
the foredeck right behind the tabernacle, normally accessi-

._ ble from both sides. Except that the pivoting mast foot had
pinned it to the underside of the foredeck.
It was a fine sunny morning, hardly any wind, one metre

waves, so we took the mast out of the tabernacle, released
the toolbox and drifted or motored due east, Bob steering
the outboard when not juggling the end of the mast and
shrouds etc., whilst I shuffled the mast foot back and forth,

r R~nndan the watherfnorecast:ct



riveted the boom end fitting back in, sawed off or straight- I'm glad I brought lots & lots of RNLI HiTech even on
ened the mast track ends. Finally got it all sorted out, Battery save.
except that the main halyard still would not rise above two At 19:00, there was loads of cloud in sky, one other sail-
reef level. After all that fuss, we left the jib on the reserve over towards the oil rigs. The cloud was high
halyard & the main on two reefs-we thought someone was feather/horsetail cloud, low/medium cotton wool puffs,
trying to tell us something! Bob Er I were still friends and sheets of cloud in the distance. Change was on the way for
talking to each other, but neither suggested we shook out sure. For the next few hours, we sail towards and from the
the reefs again, and the forestay strop was now one of the Mobil rig, settling into the night watch routine and dodging
thickest reefing earrings on the boat!---- big'uns as we close the Dutch TSS lanes. Bob told me when
10.30 52 37 22.6N 002 57 14.5E, CTS 090M, 4.2kts, fine, we were in Den Helder that one came up astern in his blind
sunny, WNW f213, moderate sea. After the mornings exer- spot and passed us about 400m away just before I awoke at
tions we needed an early lunch. The melon was excellent, 01:15." I didn't want to worry you, and besides, you can£ but the bananas had gone all manky in only 48 hours
although bought on Friday as green as possible. Bob, AliceI Er I agree that melon is a good open boat food, durable,
tasty, thirst-quenching, and giving that air of luxury to the
usual Hotcan/snack food meal underway. However, we do
need to find someone who sells sherry or port in smallI sachets.
13:00 52 37 31.2N 003 09 19.4E, CTS 070M, cloudy, wind

has freshened considerably. Second lunch! Lamb Er veg chilli
HotCans very welcome.
16:00 52 38 45.2N 003 20 55.7E, WNW f3/4, seas moder-

ate to high.
19:00 52 39 28 003 34 58E, Light cloud, good vis. WNW

f3, sea lumpy (1m) but not too bad. Spotted the Mobil rig
Er well heads-about 10Nm away. Changed batteries on GPS Dawn, Tuesday with Dick on the helm
for the second time today at about 13:00 but forgot to really assure Caroline Nathan that the Mobri 52 does keep
record it. Using all the services on the Garmin 45 does the buggers off, even the dozy ones see it in the end,
seem to use the juice up. despite the wave clutter!" Perhaps that one was just inquisi-



tive like the trawler Z122- like Clare Er Bob Harland our Two more HotCans used, Bob on helm, self in navigation
Plastimo D-cell white light did not work well so we used our mode. NB, since 01:15, we have changed GPS batteries twice
UK 400 divers light from Andark Diving on the sails and at in previous five hours. The stronger wind makes for good
the bridges of the close big'uns. That plus the 52 usually progress in the high(2-4m) confused seas from N & NW
produced the required result. which we are now in. Three knots is good progress, the
07/07/98 wind f314, gusting f5/6, but we cannot use it to full advan-
01:15; 52 46 25.1N 003 54 33.09E. Cloud, light rain from tage- its climb up the face of a wave, catch the wind & shoot

WNW, wind f2/3. I woke from sleep to find that the Dutch down the back whilst picking your spot to stop almost dead
coastal lighthouses were still only looming. Our course is Er rise like a cork up the next one, preferably one that won't
close to the planned track, running parallel/convergent to break on the gunwhale and give you a wet bum. We are
the coast to pick up the Den Helder Safewater buoy, which now 9.35Nm from the Den Helder Safe Water Mark. We run
is 26.9Nm away by GPS position. on the jib as well for an hour or two, but we are both very
06:15 CTS 060M, 3.6kts, but sea very rough, no breakers stiff and tired and the winds are now very fresh, so we

yet, though. Wind WNW f3, sunny with banks of cloud. reduce to the double reefed main only.31 -- 1= g Earlier in the morning, Bob let me have a good kip when
I fell asleep over the GPS &r logbook-3 "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I looked, and you were frowning at the GPS held up in
front of you, with the Log open in front of you, I looked

I 11 k 3 of you, as I thought. Then 20 mins. later, you had your
nose in it, so I thought you needed a nap and left you to
it.",

07:20;52 52 30N 004 29 01.6E, 090M, 5kts, sunny/cloudy,
wind f3 tops. half an hour earlier, I changed GPS batteries
again! The plastic lid of the batteries box lifted up and blew
overside in a flash. A new box, "how vexing, or words to

l l l l l l l that effect!"
09:00; CTS 060M, GPS on strike since just after our last fix.3 Yes the canner.l oes ie; it as defini Grote Kap (red column light) is in sight to starboard. Wish

Iy flattenened the waves this time! _ l 1l * I could be sure by cross-checking with GPS, there are several

U



5 lights along the coast, and it is directly up sun, so hard to stuffed a small polyethylene bag with chewy bar wrappers,
be certain of the colour of the column 100%. Right now as a temporary cap (I'd lost a cap before on my old Seagull)
100% is what I want, the sky is full of broken cloud, with whipped the main down in time for another vicious line
sunny spells, the wind has gone westerly f4, the seas are squall, then motored on round the headland thorough

l getting rougher- they are as high as another one.
* the spreaders sometimes, we look up 13:00 we tied up in the Marine Club

at the trawlers, then they look down Koninkljke after 48 hours on port tack.E at us then viceversa! Both of us suddenly very stiff Er chafed
09:30 Bob points out that Den sore in places we hadn't noticed until

l Helder Safe Water Mark is right on now. 48 hours on port tack has its
* the forestay/nose, after 48 hours at drawbacks. We showered in the

sea, GPS failure, awkward quartering Officers Mess, got the Boat tent up.
* seas, "YES" I cry, to say I'm pleased is Then at 16:00, the bad weather really

an understatement. I doubt if most arrived. It was blowing P6/7(8, and3 of the yachts I know could do as well. gusting hard. Very glad that we were
09:40 A vicious line squall comes in in such a sheltered marina berth right

* from the West, we are sailing with jib up under the lee of the Naval Training
l & main, anxious to get in, we can see Buildings, close to the jacht klub. An
l the storm front coming in. BANG annoyance was that sometime in the
* goes the reserve halyard, and the jib last 24 hours, my mobile had switched

tumbles down on the foredeck. The itself on, and was practically flat. The
| bracket for the block has blown its havenmeister rang our homes and

pop rivets under the strain of the Yarmouth Coastguard for us via the
* line squall. Engine on, motorsail for Dutch Navy switchboard, which put the
I the protection of the Headland. waves wind up Ann, Bobs wife; "I have a call

11:30 "inflight refuelling" is the order of the day, and as fr foryou." Being 12 hours late, she5 Bob balances on the after tank, the fuel tank filler cap thought the worst had happened. In the evening we went
retainer proceeds to break, and the cap goes overside. What into the jacht klub, where Henk andJoke, the steward and
on Earth next? Poor old Bob had lost his favourite hat early his wife had plastered the whole place in orange as Holland
on Sunday during the jib crisis and now a filler cap! I were playing in the World Cup that night. Henk swapped my

I



3 old denim Breton cap for a new Dutch sailing cap, maintain- most of the time from the klub closing at midnight until
ing that it was a fair swap in view of what my cap had done! 10:20am. Its still blowing hard. So we shower again, find a3 Holland lost, but we had very good Bami & Nasi Gorengs Johnson dealer and get a new tank cap, so we can cook safe
and a few celebratory beers. Kobo, the next door Folkboat, a ly on board again. Both of us still very stiff and sore, so

l cheerful pair of lads whom we met over dinner are charging definitely a rest day. Visited the town located a marine
I my mobile. A word of warning, check the Loo on the pon - chandlers, bought charts for the Dutch and German

toon before settling in as a lack of toilet paper discovered Waddenzee, a new GPS, Magellan Pioneer, and a "knackered
sailor" cap for Bob-well it seemed appropriate!
We had a late breakfast at a nice fish shop in the High3 .< ,,,. Street - Cuttlefish rings, crab salad, and a side order of kib-
ble. Wandered around town, bought some nesting plastic

/ . 1316 . < . . E boxes (which proved useful later). We had some ice-cream
from a 100 year old Ice parlour. We took pictures of the
Russian Libertymen waiting outside a Bar, the fishshop &
the municipal muzak speakers on a pole in the High Street -
wondered where it was coming from. Wandered back to the
boat via a Canal-side Bar (Coffee & Beer) & the Grand
Hotel by the Texel Zeegat (Coffee Er Beer). The Hotel over-
looks the Texel gut and has binoculars at each table, so you
can watch the Ferries to Texel - out on the half-hour, back
on the hour until 21:00. The walk has eased stiff joints and

Den llilder Mariner Yellow Misfit and Kobo sore buttocks. We had a fine evening in the jacht klub with
too late can spoil the experience of your first for three Henk & Joke, met Ian, a Scottish Journalist and Maxwell sur-
days. vivor, in on his own Dive charter yacht. They had lain 40

1 08/07/98 We woke in the night several times- it was blow- miles off last night, Streaming warps astern to take the
ing very hard and a Russian warship came in and got a 21 sting out of the seas, and had nearly been run down by a

* gun salute from the courtesy battery just behind the klub tanker. They were all very glad to get in this morning. Bob
(the first Russian Navy ship for a very long time). Also a to bed at 0:00, I stayed up with Ian and a couple of Dutch

l Dutch Navy Day tomorrow so the lads were practising in Yachtsmen checking the Phone Directory forJohnson
* paraffin Budgies, assault boats, etc.. However, we both slept Dealers. That sort of chore is much more fun in two lan -

I



Ig_ boat ready before Bob gets back. Even a Marine Policeman
called, he had spoken to us on the VHF last Tuesday, whilst
out in the harbour on patrol in his RIB (N 0198 or 168)
inviting us in. We had a long chat about Trax clothing and
his issue drysuit, and the discomfort of all weather open
boat work. He warned me that we were due a Force 8 on
Saturday, according to the Services long Range Forecasters.I 8 _ilUll s l l l l l l __(They were spot on, too!)
At 16:00, Bob came back with the filler cap-the bus driver
had practically come into the shop with him! We decided to
get on, in view of the forecast and sailed for Oudeschild at
18:20. We tried to sail out of the Den Helder Marina, butI; S carrier bags and the Russian,,, liet the fluky winds off the buildings resulted in an engine exit,

men in the cafe after a bit of messing about on the Pontoons. 0300M CTS,
guages and with a couple of beers. There's one on Texel, cloudy, overcast, odd drizzle, H.W. Oudeschild 20:15, F2/3.
so to bed at 02:00. Still blowing hard with rain showers. We tied up in Oudeschild Marina after a fetch over, uneven

Thursday 09/07/98: Raining hard at 07:30, but the wind is Oudeschilde Mahna from the Bar!
at last dropping.

* We rose at 08:20, showered and soaked our Sailing kit.
Then we fixed the Main halyard, and checked over the mast.

l Everything OK now. We sorted out the boat whilst being
polite to a stream of Dutch sailors and grockles asking

* about the trip. Then Bob escaped on the Texel Ferry to get
* the outboard filler cap. I carried on sorting out the

Wayfarer into "cruising" mode from `open water crossing"
mode (You know Deckchairs, umbrellas, Drinks Cabinet out
that sort of thing). At least a dozen sailors called, also Ian

l and his boat Partners, wanting a chat and/or a photo.
Oblige as cheerfully as possible, but I do want to get the

I



ful apart from the consumption of a melon. A Dutch couple As we left, had an interesting moment or two with a
invited us in for coffee as soon as we had got the boat tied trawler: Harbour Control did not respond on Channel 9
up. They had a nice Motor Cruiser and had got the kids to when I called up, so we pottered down to the Entrance - a
bed. We assured them that Navy Day Preparations were well Trawler came in, gave one blast, turned to Starboard down
under way, they are taking the kids there tomorrow in the the harbour then reversed back at us waiting by the NE
boat then walking through the Navy Yard:- all very open entrance mole with NO SIGNAL. I ran for the entrance to
plan, no guards on the gates, quite unlike ouryards, even get out of his way, as I thought, so he turns and motors up
on a 3 day Navy Festival. my transom, before mooring on the Harbour Mouth wall by
10/07/98: Warning to Mariners. OUDESCHILD is a very Control: No red lights, No hails from Control. Perhaps no
pretty harbour, but right by the Visitors Marina is an aggre- one in the Harbour Control speaks English?
gate plant:- the shift starts at 06:00, a giant blower starts 21:00 Arrived W. Terschelling Marina, get invited to drinks
up and one late bloke roars up in his jeep. On the plus side, by some young; very "happy" Dutch Yacht Crew, Coffee
the Marina Restaurant has wonderful views of the from Jan and his family on "HOOGTJI" and an awful lot of
Waddenzee. "Did you .... in that .... 4.8m?l"
Sailed at 10:25 for West Terschelling 0600M, Sunny, High
cloud, Wind; F2 NE. Saturday 11(7/98

_ s ~ ~~~rereeln ioa hel*rlloIs

__IlI1l ilI ;_

N ~Ferschelling llocalhhems?



Westerly, FF16, Temp. 15/18, Sun/showers
09 00-0:00, I had a nice cycle ride out to Midland to buy

* petrol -No Bensin in W. Terschelling. I borrowed the H.M.'s
bike, with a big tray and sign on the front. I got some very

* funny looks from other cyclists as I rode 7km to the petrol
* Station. The bike went well, but I had a Head wind and rain

on the way back. Bob has found out from Jan how to corn -

plete the journey by the canals if the rough weather does
not relent. We walked round town in the evening, having
attempted to leave-

.BIt rough today, Bob, on yer bike?
Behind this bland statement lies getting slung bodily side-

ways five boat lengths from the mole, a cautious reversal of
course, getting slung sideways again before we regained the
mole's shelter. Definitely rough, and we were still in the
shelter of the Island. This was half tide, so the channels
would have been lethal. The Island ferry also turned back
at the safewater mark, having got through the Slent (Snake)
Channel It went back to the mainland to wait for calmer

You first, Did<! Boat, bike!and body _ conditions - this ferry is almost 10,000+ tonnes! We put
* west Terschelling Marina cycle path the tent up again , and Jan & Kobo's crew Paul and Martin

the Log entry reads: "12:40, Left West Terschelling and seemed relieved we'd come back-
came straight back in again. Seas very rough and confused but as I said "On this trip I'd rather be a live hero than a
(outside the mole). Blowing hard, decided not to risk the dead coward". - we'd said we would have a look, and if we
sandbanks in these conditions didn't like the conditions, we'd be back- and we are!!" So we

walked round the Town in the evening, met various people
off the other boats in the Harbour, Fish & Chips at the



I dow, same as Saturday- "SW 5/7, Max F8, cloudy (sunny
/thundery showers (, how!).

We woke late after an early morning with Kobo's crew-they
didn't sail yesterday either! Visited Kelina, gaff-rigged ketch
for coffee (lots) and biscuits. We hired bikes from the Big
Shop in town near the Bar "Zeevaart" (16g. for 2) rode
round 3/4 of the island ( all of it except the Nature
Reserve), had a look at the sands on the west coast (and the
enormous sand dunes!) Visited the "Wreck" Museum for
"lunch". Returned via H.M. office, where they, plus a friend-
ly Dutch Yachtsman first were trying to get a road
trailer/launching trolley to enable us to get off the island -
then the H.M. had an idea - M.V. "Challenger" and Captain
Fred. He came, we go to Harlingen as deck cargo on

When the British invaded the island in the Napoleonic wars, and Tuesday Morning for 50g. - the weather Forecast is stillI liburnt West Terschelling, this old lady saved the rest of the island.
Where are your countrymen, old crone?"
Over there, they are standing by 100's and lying down by 0OO0's!"
O ops, lads, its an amnbush, back to the boats"'

O,f course, the 1 000's lyintg down were residents of the local grave-
ard, where the local garrison lOO's were regrouping.

I Hotel Friendji, had a formal farewell drink with Kobo, who
are going to try to get away early - the high water early am

| is often millpond like, but it is a very short window- this is
where having a cabin helps- you can just shovel everything
in and get going. Ended up in the Bar "Zeevaart" for a
night-cap with the H.M. after a few beers in the
"Whalefisch" Bar.
Sunday 12(7/98: South Veering West 4/6 Tempo 15-19,
Sun /showers per Bob's log entry, per forecast on H.M. win- wiI ~~~~ ~ ~ wn su 



abysmal - F5(6/7+ until Wednesday. Used Marina Laundry
to wash our clothes and tightened the tent bridal - because
of the increasing wind strength - Alice's tent still wind and
water tight, though so much rain it puddled in the roof
panels. We must not forget to pull the boat into pontoon
when we get out - it is blowing off hard and the springs are
bar-tight, about a half metre off pontoon all the time.
Walked round town again, Bar "Zeevaart" again, Bob turned
in early, I met jan and his wife at the "Whalefisch" upon the
point, then went back to "Zeevaart" to settle my bill - the
owner introduced me to three Fisherman who had just got
in and were having meatballs and beer before going home
(about 01:00).

Yellow Misfit's travels are apparently a talking point
amongst the Waddenzee Fishing Fleet as the skipper said he an is crew were pleased to meet me, and had hoped to see

us al

I 

I Horse drawn icecrearnm
Typical Barn of Terschelling this one has been convert-
ed to a bicycle hire and repair centre



I graph very effective, it seems. West side of island VERY
All three stood me a beer. This is in line with Bob and I's windy - hard to stand but we3 harbour watchkeeping deal; " Keep t'boggors talking! drink- had an ice cream from a

ing/ eating, Dick, while I get the tent up/ five hours kip/ horse drawn ice-cream cart
* boat repainted, etc." in a sunny spell and looked
* It's important that both the crew's special talents are used at the surf on westerly

to the optimum in all Wayfarer cruising. beaches - sand very stinging
* _ ^ _ though! Revisited the Wreck

Monday 13/7/98; Winds still strong, sea outside harbour Museum - went up stairs
with white horses, boats (2g?) - looking at the size of
still coming in, very few vessels that get into trouble
going out! Fred is Capt. on the Waddenzee - it makes
Loen apparently. he had you glad we are in in a good
sailed a 4 metre dinghy sheltered berth.

| over to Dover from Holland We have bought maps of the
when he was younger, so aptain Fred n te Derrick ca in Dutch Canal System from
very understanding of our _

position.
Bob got a forecast of WestI P~~~~~~~~6 7, Temp 14-20,

Sun/showers. This does
* ~~~~~~~~~~not compare with the howl

ing wind and rain lashed
yachts huddling in the har-
bour. Some Forecaster
somewhere is telliing
porkies- its a F7, gusting
F8. We cycled around the

The Memorial to all the folk o South end of the Island
Terschelling lost to the sea today, among Sand dunes. randis Tower and

|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h Twn Qu



Harlingen to the German Border and discussed our route
with Jan and his wife, our Neighbours in HOOGTIJ. They
invited us to stay for a farewell meal. Set the alarm for
06:00 to be ready early for hoisting aboard M.V. Challenger
at 09:00 tomorrow. No let up in wind a rain this night.

Tuesday 14/7/98: SW/S F7>4 Temp 12-18 Mainly dry!

Alarm went off at 06:00 and we got up and got tent away.
Capt. Fred came round at 06:45, he wants to etona
soon as possi-
ble- the fore-
cast is getting
worse quickly. \
Fred rode
round to his

Above: MV Challengerjust before leaving harbour ship in the
Below: View from MV Challenger bridge(8m.high), waves Wayfarer, (for

* 2.60m. high old times sake)

and got off atI the adjacent
pontoon. Bob
and I headed
towards the
crane strops, perfect first time approach, at this point the

outboard stop button decides to cease working, went round

again and cut fuel whilst holding onto the strops. It finally

stopped!
(in retrospect, I should have opened the choke - that would
have done it quicker).



08:00 We left Tershelling finally on board Challenger, and was blowing harder as we got ready to be hoisted off.
chugged out over the Zeegat. Fred chatting away and At 11:00 we were up in the air being swung out on the on
offered tea, etc. When we reached a Channel Junction, he the crane when a terrific line squall F8/9 at least, horizontal
pushed his chair away, Slys appeared from nowhere and rain that you could not look into, hit us. Fred hastened his
stood by the engine controls as we made the turn. descent to stop us swinging wildly about around the bow
Apparently Brandis Tower had advised Fred that it was line. We hit the water with the engine running and fled for
blowing F7/8 inside the Waddenzee and F8/9 outside, the the shelter of the Western harbour mole, with a big coaster
waves were 2.6 metres high. At the Channeljunction, we following us up hard, going fast to hold his course against
had S0cms of water under 500 tonnes of coaster - Fred is the wind. Had a hard struggle to get into the lock entrance,
some seaman! If Brandis Tower(see picture on previous my VHF is working on "TX"? Swung about on the holding

rings untilOur Dutch Canal Route From Harlinrgen to Schmeeda. eventuallyI 'The road journey through the border is also drawn in. the gates

opened, let
* Waddenzee a big

_.f< _ \ Emden Schuylt out

| ~ ~ )i"Lauwersoog k < _ _ and us in.I\< *|_ A very
-Delfziji 7 s o rough twoI K ybhours in

the outer

Harlingen Leewarden .Schmeeda harbour!
| ~~~~~~t g m e r li~~Haenr - Road tripA

DutchWGerman Border})*

page) had not told him that there was more water than Tied/squeezed into a "Box" in the Marina just behind the
usual due to the Westerlies, he would not have used that lock to the right at 13:00. Sought out washing machine,
channel! It is the quick route to Harlingen, where we duly Johnson Dealer, sorted out the boat after our hasty start
arrived one tea and two coffees later at 10:30 . The wind this am, and got the tent up. Johnson and Mercury Dealers

I



I unable to help with outboard Stop switch (Finally got it 12:40 Fill with
fixed in Denmark). Bought extra fuel can, metal and more second can by
fuel, bridge before Km

31 marker -
Leeuwarden.

_1 l l l _115:00 About to
cross Bergmer
Meer - We now
have 24 Litres of
fuel on board -
bought 2 new cans
Fl. 16 each at last
stop.
16:00 Engine cut
out by Leeuwarden
bridge, Km 31
marker, stuck

Har in en canal l l l l l _float valve!
* Wednesday 1517/98 Stripped and
1 07:10 Engine on, left marina in canal behind Harlingen lock cleaned carburet-

headed EAST, wind westerly F1/2, weather settled but d tor, Bob "rec'ceed"
* cloudy. on foot for the marina entrance.

07:35 Cleared first bridge. 17:15 Restarted engine.
* 09:10 Km past 10+, speed 3.8/4 Kt. average in the last 2 18:50 Arrived Stroobos Haven, tent up and coffee in hand.
i hours. We've done 3 bridges and a chunk has knocked 19:30 Sun shining, shower in hot water at Haven then look

knocked out of the rudder trailing edge during past morn- for the Town Centre-.. We have covered 67.6km since 07:10
* ing waiting for bridges to open. Refilled tank - completely this morning on canals. Got in some bridge shooting prac-

empty. tice for tomorrow.
10:45 Refuel with last of first can - not quite full -just by
km 21 marker outside Deinum. Thursday 16/7/98: 07:25 Weather is misty, warm, NO



wind, engine on. Departed Stroobos Laid Tongue Haven. 15:40 Full tank again: a high speed trip past the Ship
08:30 misty, wind NIL, but warm. Locked down Qarkeuken Yards- Canal is 3.3m deep and the ships are enormous- but
lock with three whopping great barges. riding high. Time to phone Alice?
09:15 Still no wind, no change in weather. Engine tank 16:00 Spoke to Alice, arranged RV at Schmeeda as we
empty, refuelled , the new filler cap retaining system works

* OK.
09:30 Engine cut out, used momentum to reach bank of
canal, Protruding bolt on piling cut into gel coat on star-
board bow. Stopped at Briltil bridge/lock to repair gouge.
During repairs, Bob perched up on waiting pilings, leaning
down, applying tape. Dick holding boat alongside when an
enormous container carrying barge took all the water out
of our side of the canal as it went past and threw us about
like mad with its bow and stern waves:- 1.5 metre drop in
water level in seconds. Bob got a bang on the nose and I
got splinters in my hand. Truly, Leisure craft are second =llow Misfit at canals en Scmeeda
fiddle to Barges on the canals - thank goodness we didn't paus er Ren n there and 
meet him afloat! No where to go and no water to run with! Zwedenburg Bridge my right front artificial canine tooth
11:15 90% refill of tank. come out - Into my wallet (a sad tale, later, readers.) quick!
12:30 95% refill of tank. Waiting at Grogeningen Lock for 16:30 Filled the tank again, 10 litres used so far today.
Hazardous Tanker (Two blue triangles) to go through Pressed bell on Slocketerbrag Bridge.
Helpful Dutch Yacht showed us detailed Canal pilot which 16:45 Rang bell again for 7 seconds. No voice over lock
made us decide to change our target for today from waiting piles speaker.
Delfziji/Emden to Schmeeda, where there is a yacht marina 16:50 Bell again. A lot of bridges are unmanned now, and
with a slipway. It is also towards the narrow part of the CCTV used instead - Some are fast, this is a slow one.
Emden River on the motorways. 16:55 Bridge opens, at&st, but" not for recreation, boat
14:40 Full tank again: Dunkerkenburg Bridge decided not comes`. all systems stop and back on the piles- Not easy
to open lunch, with no engine stop. A bloody big barge comes through,
15:30 Mobile phone on Alice off the ferry anytime from then we get a green light.
now on. 18:00 Past through last lock and bridge on our journey at



Zuidbrook, put the last half litre or so in the last can into have, modern Plant/buildings too unlike the U.K. It seems
the tank. to be distributed around the towns too, so you don't have
18:10 Windmill Row in sight (10 windmills in a row on the far to commute. Two World Wars have assured that most
North bank of the canal). 4km to go. Rain off and on all towns housing stock is fairly modern, with wide streets,
day. verges and cycle paths.
19:00 Berthed at No. 11 in the Yacht harbour, which is The cruising sailor needs a steady supply of 1 guilder coins:
very weedy, choking our engine to a stop. Tent up, to cafe it runs showers, supermarket trolleys, and is used as the per
to get a heads key from H.M., a beer, off to local version of metre mooring fee base (1998).
a "chippie" for supper, more beer and sleep.
We have done 118km since Harlingen on the canals in two
days and are very close to the German/Dutch Border.

Friday 17/7/98: Rest day as not sure of slipway locations in
Germany. Bob and I slept most of today on and off. Very
sunny in the morning- "Petit dejeuner sur l'herb" and dried
off sailing kit afteryesterdays rain. Rained hard in the
afternoon. Phone on at 13:00 - Alice making for Hamburg.
We bought bread and soft drinks for the journey by road,
ate at the local "chippie" again.
19:00 Alice rang - about 97 miles away, making better time
than she thought (and then she ran into the Elbe Tunnel
Queue just after ringing off).
Aerial on the mobile phone finally fell off - No phone shop
in Schmeeda - Is this the breakages or the versatility cruise
I wonder?
20:00 Rain stopped after a hard shower.
22:00 Alice reached us, time for a quick beer. Bob crashed
out in the car and we in the boat.

Thinking about our view of Holland as viewed from canal
level, what struck me was how much Industry the Dutch
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Saturday 18/7/98 Alice, Bob and I packed the boat onto its Bob ready for his epic journey home. We chased around
trailer, piled its contents into the car and back into the Svendborg to find the No.800 Bus Stop - It turns out to be
boat. We patched the gash in the Starboard bow with just outside town on the Route 9 Slipway. (Defying the
Starbrite epoxy putty stick - good stuff, works when wet usual Scandinavian logic of busses leaving from the Bus
too! But dried and washed gash in methylated spirits, we Station in Centrum or outside the local Train Station/Ferry
didn't test it. Drove from Schmeeda at 12:00. pier. Fortunately, Dick the Paranoid Skipper had allowed

plenty of time, so although the helpful Lady in SvendborgI | j Station had only a Town Centre map, we had time to drive
about the Northern outskirts until the magic blue sign: The
No. 800 bus sign was spotted pointing up the slip road.
Very helpful young Danish man mountain confirmed the
position, and Bob got away on the 12:42 Bus, not the
planned 13:42 towards Malibu, the Ferry and connection to
Rodby. At least he has an hour in hand for contingencies
/delays. 24 hours travel ahead to London a meeting with
Ann and back to work on Tuesday morning!
On the way back, we located the mobile phone shop in town:

sc inieei. ' Roh, w*e got all this into i Nik2 - whv Can't we get it ink
lhe c,.ir? 1

We drove 386 miles with the road trailer hr h e ch
Border and Germany in torrential rain. Queued at the Elbe
Tunnel again, still in torrential rain, Crossed the Danish
Border and the clouds vanished and sunshine all the way to
Rantzausminde. Arrival at 20:00. Pitched the land tent.
Thunderstorm occurred shortly after, and it blew a hooligan
all night.

Sunday 19/7/98 All sailing cancelled: There's a surprise:
Cale Warning in Force and Gale blowing over us! We got You've got 18 hours to enjoy yourself Bob. Arrival at the Rally



F4 ilEt ~WJrI S >3 u>agc \nighlt tlw11 "<
Ila No rain vet:I 09:00 - aha- the Boat Cover! as a temporary Boat Store! with the

17:30 car as a windbreak and trailer mast support as one end of
Monday to the washing line - Remember in Wayfarer Cruising, every-
Friday. thing should have TWO uses!
I spent the Alice is starting a cold, worn out by the pressures of getting
rest of the away straight from School to meet me, and the long drive
afternoon
sorting out
the Boat and

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~contents

from Long
range

i 11 |11 Cruising to
Rally Day
Sailing:,
Where on

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~earthi is iit all
going to go -

Truile the llK centrehoard he.ch from ell another victim sails blithe-
Iy into the slaughter! How did the Dcnes escape thc j

across northern Europe.
Tonight, however is the Brian Ward Sausage Barbecue, so
she drags herself upright for that. Brian's sausages have
amazing healing powers! Phil andJune from CrawleyI_ Mariners, ex WWSC are on the next table! It's a small world,
etc.

Monday 20/7/98: I attended morning reveille, Pohl played
Pied Piper. Cooked Alice breakfast in bed as she was taking
it easy, then I went into town, got some cash, TWO mobile

rd thats how we did it! The 4 ip likt her the W.ivnev meon
the windproof midcge candle, the ioaI mustird, nAnd the enuirin¢
Dane,



phone aerials, a barbecue and charcoal and some food/shop- but still very washed out.
ping. Weather very on and off still.
Tuesday 2117(98: Attended reveille, lured again by Pohi Wednesday 22(7/98: Missed sail to Oddens/Birkholm -
and Elof doing their Pied Piper act. Alice still has that bad cold and needs to take it easy - I
10:50 CTS 240M, fine and sunny, F3: Daysail with Danish went into town with a SWS Elder Statesman and at last got
Wayfarer Association Boats to Trulle with Jon Kjarbousson the Johnson outboard Stop Button sorted out, plus an "oily
as third crew. Runibroad reach out in NW F3. Sea choppy rags" service for 100 DKr. Came home, sorted out the Car
and quartering. stowage and Boat stowage for the next stage of our voyage.
11:40 Per GPS, 7 knots reached at times, CTS 250M, fine Lucy Robinson spotted and retrieved my sunglasses - float-
and sunny, F4 NW. Beached and lunched at planned desti- ing in the shallows, having been knocked off my hat by the
nation. After lunch, nearly all the U.K. Wayfarer's had Outboard cover coming ashore. Well spotted, Lucy, shame I

l Centre Board meetings to discuss and action plan molluscs couldn't find a suitable Dane to reward you with a kiss!
* in places we wish they were not. Dicks trusty stainless steel It's a lovely sunny day, 5-10 mls > 3-8m/s SSW. Whilst lazi -

gadget -"Excalibur", together with a short stick, a dinghy ly re-stowing the car, a Murphys can blew up in the case,
pump and DrJon paid house calls along the beach to the spraying the car interior with Murphys! (A terrible waste)
affected boats. Cleaned up with meths and spirit wipes - again, again : after
Finally set sail, and a run all the way back -Jon assured us about two days we stopped calling the car the Brewers Dray.
thatJens always planned it that way! Alice enjoyed her day PhonedJack and the Bank as part of a quiet evening until

Singsong/campfire time,I | | | | 11 I l l_111111111 - 111..1_ - WWatched the hard-core Cruiser/Racer Wayfarers of several
countries in the traditional Wednesday Evening Wallow'
(sorry, Race) and proves the point that no matter which
country you are in, there's no wind on a Wednesday evening
after 19:00.
Ate well, Chilli, Rice and that useful Wayfarer food, melon.
Now occurred the tale of Desmond, The Torch Bulb, the
torch switch, The Irish stereotype and the embarrassment
of Desmond: Remember always switch the Maglite on at the
ON/OFF button, before turning the Rally site upside down
for a new torch bulb "'cos the old ones blown". Eh Des?

I
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I MarkJones, the
Thursday 23/7(98: Weather Forecast; SE 3-8 rn/s. Veering Dealer did his bestI PM to SW 5-10 mis. Showers, rain, Thunder likely. Quite a for us with Icom,
sunny day overall. The Rally sailed to Drej0 island, pilotage but it only finally
plan;. "Mind the round rocks off the beach" with Brian got back to Torkel
Ward, 3 up. First chance to have a good chat with Brian on the 1118198,
since the start of the Medway Rally last july, which he led. the day we arrived
Alice a lot better. all three of us missed the Ice Cream and on our Swedish
Pancake shop on the Island, as we had to start back at Island destination.U 15:30. Next time! This was a pain
Brian had booked into a Christian Retreat Type hotel near- because we thereby

l by where dinner was at 18:00 on the dot! So he needed to missed all the
I watch the time if he was to get a ride in Ralph's new English language

Wayfarer World - missed out, the French got there first! VHF and the Danish
* (Nice change from the Germans, mind). and Swedish

The early finish also gave us a chance to post our Icom Weather Forecasts
M1OE VHF back to the UK. - after only 7 months, the TX cir- for the rest of the

* cuit did not work. trip. The water- Onl ofthe grand old mnen of Dankh
proof VHF case for w_fir
the lcomi from mo -ning,
Derek andJulie Sheperd's of Neptune Designs worked a
treat though, as ever their cases do.
The campfire on this evening not so good, could it be due

l g . . _ to the fact that the Long distance Cruise for the day all got
soaked in a Thunderstorm further up the coast?

Friday 24107/98; the last day of the SWS Rally, the final
ceremony and awards led byjens Konge. Thanks given for
all the Danes hospitality, and WWSC burgees given to all the
organisers by Alice and 1. Clare and Bob Harland turned up

Tbch e R;ilv moorin,gs, early morning and no rain yetl



I having made it all the way by sea, and hitched a tow The forecast was SW/W 5>10 mps(10>20 Kt.) in am,
through the Kiel Canal. Well Done. Ralph and Cedric made it 8>1.3mps(16>26 Kt.), going light in PM. West going current
to Esjberg OK and trailered in to join the Rally on the 12:00-18:30, which explains the steep short rough waves on
Sunday after we arrived there. Danes greatly appreciative of the beat home from valdermar Slot.
their efforts in proving/sea trials of the new Wayfarer The stables at Valdemar have a very interesting Dinghy

.. IfSailing Museum- 25Dkr per head. They have Paul
Elverstrom's Olympic Gold Medal winning dinghies; his OK,
International 14, International Moth, all in wood with dis-
plays of the historical development of dinghy and dayboat
racing. Also there were 6 Er 11 metre's raced by King
Christian X (1918-1948, the Sailor King). Alice and I did not
go around the Palace, as the wind was rising.
20:30, Frozen trout for dinner from the near by supermar-
ket. On to the apres sail, led away by PohI and Elof.

IVa idemrnŽ Vastle: tile sailing Musteum is in the Stiales on the lefihan

World, . Well Done ALL.
The final daysail with only six boats, (most people are pack-
ing up) is to Valdermar Slot, to visit Valdemar Castle- a
summer palace in reality. The wind was F4/5 on the way
out, F5/6 on the way back, from the West/South West. Alice
and I motored upwind back to the Rally site as the gusts
reached 22kts on the ventimeter, the others being three up
beat back.

I
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Saturday, 26/07/98;
12:00 said goodbye to Alice and the remaining Danes and

sailed solo for K0benhaven from the Rally site. Two reefs in.
13:03; Passed under Svendborg Bridge, weather Westerly
F1/2, sunny/hazy, speed 3/4kts on the run.
13:55; Wind F[01, on the nose, motor on just below Thur0
Bund. Om0
15:00; One reef out, Thuro spit GPS point(thur), motor off.
16:30; Winds very light, motor back on. I am now navigat-
ing onjens Konge's road map of Danmark, as I could not
get a chart of the area from here to 0mo at the Svendborg
chandlers. I'm OK from there to Cape Kullen though.

iflplace, I took several pictures, one a panorama.
t_ fne and sunny. GPS shows 23X4nm in a beeline to

tzmunde. Took me ages to put the boat tent up on my
xxx.j ....own, whilst fully afloat. This is a first. Practice in the drive-

Great Belt ahead! Lohais the jumping off point.

H,mo, Misfit an us

17:00; I m off Lohals, wind picking up, I will go round point
and decide if I will cross the Great Belt channel tonight.
19:20; I went for it, reached the island of 0mo - the har-
bour is full of German yachts with welded on sail covers.
The outer harbour bay is full of Danes, very helpful. A beau -
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l way and at Milford Haven not the same. the hook.
Waded ashore, took some nice pictures, paid my 70Dkr har- And up at 05:30, wind has backed, and I'm nudging the3 bour dues, before having a beer with the Harbourmaster, beach, and again at 07:30.
then got them refunded when he realised Wind is now NE, the water is definitely chilly, but the sand is
1) where I was anchored, good clean holding bottom, shelving steeply from the water-
2) how small the boat was, line.
3) where I'd sailed from. 27/07/98; Monday:

| The consensus in the HM 's office was that there was no Weather is overcast, per HM wind will stay Easterly, 3-
charge for seamanlike behaviour. lomps. Good chance of rain! Bought some more potato
We had a long chat; the HM had had a visit to Norfolk once, salad and a fresh quarter loaf for breakfast after awaking at
shooting rabbits (the Omo islanders have definite views on 08:00 with the alarm (N.B. the two anchor watches earlier

l rabbits - shoot on sight!). Rabbits are banned on the island do not count when sailing solo). Its just as slow getting the
l as they would cause enormous ecological damage to the tent down for the first time solo, whilst anchored.

island fauna..I IM gave me copies of Volumes lEr3 of the Danish Haven
guide.
He only gets 5/6 British boats a year and I am his first
British Wayfarer, so we had a good old natter.I The Harbour Cafe has a fiddler and accordionist playing tra- N
ditional airs, Swedish drinking songs and English songs (to
wind up the Germans they told me!).U NB the mosquitoes by the cafe are ferocious - they bite even
after you swat them!I Watching the ferry thread the harbour in astern is a fine
sight. Talk about boat handling and seamanship, its his only
way, whatever the weather.
Spoke to Alice on the mobile, she got to Torkel's at 21:30, l rup orE
has eaten, will get tickets for her journey back tomorrow, A certain amount of pilotage planning also required, in theU and travel the day after. hope that the wind and seas will drop to the 3 mps end of
So to bed, as Samuel Pepys would say, at 23:30, swinging to the forecast and let me cross to Fem0 and the north side of

U



| Falster. This is plan A, in the event a non starter. yachts out beyond the 10m contour, standing away for the
12:00 Motorsailed out eastwards, two reefs in main, small Vardingborg channel.I jib area. Once I had left the NW lee of 0mo, the wind and
seas built all the time, with driving rain in the gusts. 16:30 Rain eased away as I arrive at Bisserup Haven. 70Dkr
13:00 I am making no headway to windward and Fem0, seas a night- the HM duty is done on a rota by the 52 members
very steep, slamming into the boat. So pilotage plan B, of the Bisserup Boat Owners Club. The Club hosts the Youth

* mainsail down , furl jib, I motored NE, creeping up the OK Nationals next week. A lovely new (members' built )
* Sjalland coast, in the lee of the headlands, reluctantly shower block. The new washing machine hadn't arrived yet,

motoring out 500-600metres at least to avoid the long sea- and the old one had just died! There are an Ice-cream
ward lines of fishing net stakes at each headland. Parlour and a Restaurant just inland, and possibly a shop
Helm, refuel, continuously pumping, dodging drift nets, at the campsite behind the Ice-cream Parlour- don't count
under grey dreary skies, driving cold rain, steep short seas, on it, my Danish ain't that good.
a grey, grey, grey day.
This is the worst day of the whole trip, I think. One member guided me into a space beside his 2Oft yacht
I find myself talking aloud to myself, cursing all Danish and 30ft motor cruiser. Very brave of him, as my hands
longshoremen/salmon fishermen. were so cold I was fumbling the outboard controls more
Very few other craft in sight, mostly fishing boats and big than usual. I made my usual bish of getting into the "box".

He had no English, I had little Danish, but " Kalte" is pretty
l .:f YBbke l universal and I found myself in their clubhouse, a cottage,I w l 8 ; * being filled up with a large GammelDansk by my welcomer,

and hot coffee by the Ladies Committee.
Later I was invited to a Bacon Pancake high tea whilst an

/0,4 . English-speaking member went off in his car to the local
Automatic petrol/diesel filling station, about 5 miles inland.

l 2 m ; ~Puele .

A very kind hearted club all round, very welcome at the end
l @ s1133 11-29,23' of the coldest longest +/- 8Nm to windward I have ever

BisserupSejlklubsiger takorbesaget experienced. It seemed endless, a long dreary day, cold and
| l wet. I've been warmer off the East Coast in an October F8,

Bisserup chartlet-rev. of p/card Easterly.

I



I Absolutely shattered, I went to bed when everyone went 12:35; I've been looking at Masnedo Bridge for last 2 hours.
home at 21:00. There's an hour to go by the GPS - I think the bridge is
Very calm and almost sunny now, if I was not so tired, I going to be pretty impressive close to!
might try a night motor passage. 12:55; Wind picked up, so motor off, and beat to Masnedo

l 28(07(98: Tuesday; Bridge; Yep, its Big AND Impressive!
* Grey overcast day, chance of thunder, quite warm but sea Four Yawls flying blue ensigns went away down wind, I tried

and sky are grey. I'm going to make a passage to Masn0 if to close and wave, but too far away.
the wind will serve; about 20.2Nm. I Shot the Bridge with engine full on, jib and main sheeted
08:15; Motored out of Bisserup up the narrow shallow in hard. At least 3kts of current against me, cancelling outI access channel.
08:20; Main sail only up) then jib. light Easterly) reachI across to Knudhoved,
09 45; Reached Knudhoved Cardinal. At this time, going
well,I 0950; Easterly but dropping to /2, on the nose as I head
for the bridge.I Motorsail for Masno, course 1231 M per GPS.
Full jib, main, and motor = o rkts therefore I must have at
least 2kts of Baltic wind driven current against me!

-Shooting Vording erg brideduitsralbgpotha

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the wind funnelling through the Bridge arches. Larger
.~.. . yachts stalled or going backwards, so pick a side arch and

leave them to it. No wind at all once past the bridge.
13:48 Slogged round over the shallows to Kalvehave Bridge
and shot it, lots of other yachts motoring along in the over-

cast calm.

reat Belt ah~d



I've already done better than my planned passage to sides of the navi-
Masnedo of 20.2 Nm. gable channel!
The rough log entry reads " will I make Prest0 tonight, This leg seemed to
would be nice. " last for ever until I
!7:20 Rain began. There is at least 2kts of current against reached the first
me even over the shallows at B0gestr0m. This bay, about of the Prest0 chan-
25Nm square is Swan City, full of 1/3 to 1/2 a metre weedy nel markers - the
shallows with flock on flock of swans of all ages - I wondered rain and the wind
what those grey and white buoys were doing all over the had eased away to
bay until they paddled or flew away! nothing.
At Nyord, the GPS showed I'd made 10.7Nm from Masnedo Not a soul in sight
Bridge in a straight line. I've used 10 litres of fuel. That on sea or shore,
means 30.9 Nm today at least, so far, despite calm and lots of empty
headwinds, dinghies parked
I continued on round the headland towards Prest0, creeping up, mind.
along the coast about 2(300m. out, except for the Despite the church
inevitable fish stakes across the headland and flankin both tower shown on
'' . '." '5',. . the chart being

......... , aO. ;;c.,,._; hidden by treesI u- rsl_ (which gave me a
mud churning Presto Boatjumble

,., . moment ortwo -
the water outside the channel is very shallow, even for a
Wayfarer.) I was at last happy that I'd reached Prest0 ( well
the name board on the Hamnside helps your nav.1l)
+/- 11Nm from Nyord- total Nm for day , say 41.9Nm.

19:303 Moored messily as usual in a too large "box" in the marina,
got the tent up, harbour dues paid (70Dkr a night, washing

Upesto- sskhih the sunf's shiingnJI



I machine and dryer by the Ladies, nice big clean toilets and
showers), showered, etc.
21:00 Ready to go up town- no wind and getting dark. The
Hotel/Restaurant next to the marina closes its kitchen at
21:00! In the spirit of good Danish hospitality, the Maitre
'D. not only served me with two pints of Tuborg, "while I'm
clearing up, no problem, horrible rain today", but also rec-

| ommended me to the Italian Restaurant off the High
Street."Mamma Mia", kitchens close at 23:00, sometimes

* later, good grub and there's an alleyway to its door just
before the petrol station on the shore road, 200m awayI northwards.
Rang Alice and agreed we would meet in Prest0 tomorrow.
29/07/98; Wednesday;3 Prest0 weather was Sunny, then very hard showers/line
squalls all day.

* I cleaned ship, repaired the jib wire halliard and its rope
tail.

l Visited the chandlers by the fish dock and bought a new
l spare o(board spark plug just in case, tidied and sorted the

back tank contents. Managed to do the clothes washing andI drying despite an influx of German Towels.
Up to the High Street, bought rolls for breakfast/lunch and
a pair of plastic beach sandals

Tried to contact Sheila and Ove of the Danish Wayfarers,
who sail from Prest0, but no luck so far, although several
people know them.I Wondered what time Alice would arrive; she said 19.00..........
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E Wednesday 29/07/98 Prest0 Hamn
19:05 Whilst having a beer with the crews of some racingI yachts and Presto Yacht Club members, who walks round
the corner - Alice. Caught with a beer in me hand again!

* 20:00 Pined Alice in the marinaside Restaurant, having a
rolling booking with the Maitre D'; " Sure, any time up to
21:00". A superb piece of fish each. Lots of fun with

| Fleming, his crew and some others of the racers and club
members (one of whom works with Sheila, so we sent our
best wishes with him) in the sail loft converted to a barldin-
ing hall for the race weekend.

l And so to bed, mourning my right canine false tooth, which Ro,, _
I fell out of the pocket in my wallet, as I got onto the boat it fell out, too!

with Alice's kit just after she arrived. I caught the wallet The Hamnsilkie was
before it went overside tho'. Although the water is crystal determined to get
clear, the tooth is too small and pebble coloured to see on something from ourI the bottom. I'd kept it safe all the way from Holland where boat - my Leatherman

11 -went over at lunchtime
TheNav aion.~atin~while I was working onI ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the jib halliard - I had a

refreshing little swim
* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~to recover that.

30(07/98 Thursday
11:00 Yellow Misfit
with the Wayfarer
Plowman Trophy entry
crew on board leftI ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Presto. Wind W, F4/5,
scattered very hard

and Rodvig 40 mrinus later
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showers, sunny periods. cially Scandanavia, so we followed the coast round to the
We departed under sail perfectly ( well, no audience!). Two NW. Its quite a long open water sail to Dragor, and the
reefs in the main, and a run out to the main channel, very clouds were looking ominous. The forecast for Friday and
shallow (less than 1/4 board outside the buoyed channel Saturday is for things to worsen. We decided to avoid open
and its none too plentiful nay. Buoys). water and seek a harbour in the K0ge Bucht.
We headed out for R0dvig across the bay, wind on the port 16:00 We arrived off B0geskov Hamn, and entered under
stern quarter. We took a beeline with our shallow draught, the shelter of the land, as the rain and wind increased to a
and the board touched a few times. The seas were quite top F5. Several Danes, yachts and motorcraft also made
steep, and 1 to 2 meters high depending on the underlying their way in ahead of us.
depth. Of course, as soon as we safely in, the sun came out, and
14:45 We reached R0dvi r as usual there are a lot of drift the wind dropped to nothing again. T'was ever thus, but we

cruise "safety first " and something very pleasant came of
our decision.
e made our usual bish of the "box", particularly as the

box was made for something 40+ft long. We had a second
o, having broken out our extra long second anchor (moor-
igwarp (40m.)

Hamngift is 50Dkr per night, its 200m to the loo block at
he edge of the forest, there are no showers, but a mink
airs in the harbour wall, there are clouds of swallows, and
sh swimming below your hull in clear water!

17:45 The crew of "Clipper", a Danish yacht, who had taken
ur lines whilst we played "bish the box", walked round the
arbour to ask us out to Dinner at Ander's sisters " she

=nippcr (rgthand yacht on't mind two more`.
a West wind, 4 , per- nders and Oskar had apparently followed the boat 's

haps freshing a bit. progress up to Prest0, then here. They had arrived first,
We were considering going into R0dvig, but saw a Brit. despite having to follow the 10m. Contour line, having a
Yacht with a Blue Ensign, drop its main and motor in. We bigger engine. Our Wayfaring had intrigued them.
tend to avoid mooring near other Brits when abroad, espe- Their wives were joining Clipper here and they were meet-



U ing their wives for dinner at Anders sister's `holiday place" Ander's Sister rents
in the forest behind the harbour. one third of the
Despite not having our W official dehydrated Dinnersuit and South 18th Cent.
evening gown on board, we thought why not? otherwise it's Wing. "We do only
just us two, a bowl of pasta, a tinnie of beer, and the mink rent it ", Beatrice
left in the harbour. Every other boat's crew seemed to have and Ove were anxious
gone home or to bed. to assure us. The 'J,

| All four of us walked off down the forest road past a firmly reception rooms were
closed restaurant about 314 mile north of the harbour. large enough to put
As we strolled along, Anders brother in law turned up in a two Wayfarer hulls

small Renault. All four of us squeezed in. abreast in and have
* Off we went, past circulation space

some very neat, tidy, round them
prosperous farms, The ceilings were only
then we turned into about threequarters
an archway, the mast height, tho'.
entrance to an enor- They showed every-
mous cobbled sta- one around, some fur-
bles/courtyard, over a niture is the castles,
drawbridge, through some theirs.
a wall pierced for They have a spiral
musketry, into a cob- staircase decorated
bled courtyard. with German painted C19 medallion profile vignettes( 40-50
This was S0holm, the cm dia). of the Imperial Roman Family and Roman poets of
former palace of the the Imperial period.
Bishops of The staircase to the top floor has a python skin decorating
Roningle(?). it-which must have been a real whopper in the round. Other
The owner lived in memorabilia from their engineering contracts abroad were
the modernised an interesting selection of Mayan pots from Guatemala and
medieval square Keep, pictures by an up and coming Ugandan African female artist

d ri_ ii



Their party piece was to invite new guests to guess the pur-
pose of the artefacts on one wall of the dining room; Pick
deduced correctly that they were headrests/stools from var-
ious tribes in UAganda and Kenya. They are used to keep
their owners elaborate hairdo's off the dusty ground whenI | l | sleeping. They often graft on their fathers and grandfathers
hair onto their own.I l l | We definitely preserved the intellectual image of wayfarer
sailors, getting that right. What with Dick discussing the
works of E F Benson with Beatrice and her sister in law and
Alice doing a resume of British Design education for Anders,
and debating the realities of town and country planning inI both countries with Ove and the others.

friend of theirs. There were also Modern, abstract and Finally we all climbed into two cars and drove back to the
* friend of theirs. There were also Modern, abstract and bot-Adr.n Okr ie r jonn hmfrteti

Photograhic wors all vry inteesting.boats- Anders and Oskars wives are joining them for the trip* Photographic works all very interesting. u oKbhvn
We all sat down to a very simple, but enjoyable meal, beau- up t .
tifully prepared by Beatrice and the others.
We mastered the Danish way of making a formal toast;U You say SKOL, look around the company, drink, look around
the company again, then all put your glasses down together.I This contrasts with the Vastkusten Swedish toasts, particu-
larly at Crayfish parties. There, someone says SKOL, some-Hone starts a song, everyone joins in and you all drink at the
end of the song. The songs language is not important, tak-
ing part is! ( the equivalent of the C19 "musical honours" inI Britain).
The Danes use a lot of Swedish drinking songs, particularlyI the Danish Wayfarers!!
Beatrice and Ove were very good hosts, both entertaining us
and listening to us at the same time.

..rgLir in the ra ir



I ,x x summer in Scandinavia.
So we mooch along, motor sailing along the coast, low cliffs
pleasantly wooded, until we felt less knackered
Then the sky turned grey, the rain came down, the waves
came up, and having got going at about l0.OOam, and hav-
ing spent the first hour plugging along towards K0ge dodg-
ing those fish stakes and drift nets (N.B. watch the net
buoys laid in a circle - they are nets practically on the sur-
face and joined by thick warps on the surface - the ones in a
line are certainly deep enough for a Wayfarer to sail/ motor
over - we did enough of them).
11.20, We plugged on, refuelled, and decided to turn down

Dragr- Feli the c wind and head out across the bay to Dragor, thence to
A wonderful evening, enjoyed by all, pure serendipity. K0benhaven. Quartering seas 1- 2.5 meters till below
A shame the dead seaweed was still rotting on the other Drag0r, then 2 -3 meters, confused as they met the shallow
side of the point to the HM's office. Ho hum, at least the water round the headland. Our course is 030 M, we are
wind blows it away from our side of the harbour most of doing 4.5 to 5 knots cruising with jib up on 3/4 throttle.
the time. But oh, the sky is grey and cloudy, the sea is dark blue grey

and "tippy" as Alice described it and "oh, where is the som-

Thursday 31July 1998 mer?"
Wind SW light to fresh winds locally, up to hard winds in 14.30, Came up to the harbour mouth and battery of
Baltic Sea. 16 - 20 ° C. Wind warning 13 - 15 m/s (30 - 33 Drag0r, complete with guns, but they don't show up on the
m.p.h.) as per the forecast as heard on "Clipper" before picture. The rain does, and the Scandilines CATermaran
turning in last night. called Felix, complete with paw marks over the superstruc-
We decided at first to creep along the coast to K0nge and ture- someone's got a sense of humour, then!
then around to K0benhaven, possibly going into the har- Due to the Malmo/ K0benhaven bridge works, all traffic,
bour by the back door as the mast pivots (don't Bob and large or small has to stay in the channel from Drag0r up to
Dick know it!) under the low bridges. the Middleground, and this gave us a couple of close shaves.
We were both a little tired after the dinner party last night A bridge superstructure and a funnel with a "T" shaped
and the usual rain/wind that is 1998's "green winter" of a hull made of a lot of barrels or so it seemed, came "bob -



bing" towards us from the works. He had no bow wave, back towards us and steamed back into the channel about
because of the barrels, and from a standing start of 200 50 meters off our port stern quarter before weaving off up
meters outside the lane, he had us in a crash `U turn down the channel, approximately on the starboard side of the
wind in about 1112 minutes to give way to him (on our buoys, now and then.
starboard bow quarter). A very dirty flag on the jackstaff We think he took payment for the cargo in vodka and was

* might have been Dutch once, but mostly dirt now. drinking the profits. Its a shame that the VHF was being
obviously going back for another caisson or tunnel section, repaired under warranty back in the UK - I reckon the

| and enormously powerful in the engine department to push channel 16 and intership channels must have been blue!
his shape along so fast, watch out for him if you are up that Scared us that's for sure. A lot of the big ships. gave him a3 way. wide berth, as well, but they are bigger and faster than us.
15:00, A half hour later we got a real fright. We had 16.35 Alice and I think the radar reflector must work. As we

l reached the shoals behind the Middlegrund and were look- approach the entrance to K0benhaven Harbour, we timed
* ing for a chance to cross at 90 0 over to the K0benhaven the HSS and CAT ferries about every 25(30 minutes to

side of the sound. There was a steady stream of big ships Malm0. At 16.30 as we cross the harbour mouth, we are
* going both ways, when this Russian freighter around 5 000 checking the ones inside and the channels outside towards

tonnes appears, going flat out up the Port side of the deep Malm0 and the north end of the Middlegrund. Out of the
water channel. One of the stream of ships going south must blue (grey!) comes a CAT ferry at 20 knots or so; he came
have VHF'd something, because he changed course by about over the Middlegrund shoals littered with the obstructionsI 80 ° straight at us, chugging along at the outside edge of that we were warned by the Danish Wayfarers to be careful
the channel, He is piled up to the fo'castle and bridge with ofi On reflection, he must have deliberately missed us by
logs and held together with rust and doing about 25 knots, 200 meters, as he did not discernibly alter course to pass

us, going flat out at 6 knots across the entrance for the
No pictures here- we were too busy being scared, cold and wet!!!!! shallows to the north.

l 17:00 Its still raining hard by the way, the sun came out for
just imagine the Drag0r picture,only darker, wetter, windier, and 20 Its bt then gave up the wind is sin can sutr
a towering rusty steel wall looming at 25kts. Never mind posteri- 20 menutes, but then gave up. The wind is rising, and sure
ty, we were wondering if we had another 3 minutes left!

l___ head for Hellerup Marina.
17.30 Tent up, berthed at the Hellerup Sejling Klub.

bags of smoke. We go flat out at 6 knots and he passed Showers etc. in the clubhouse, which has keypad access.
astern of us out of the channel, pulls a hard turn to port Free, instant, hot, strong and as long as you have the

I



3 ' .. 2 - ~~~~~~~~~~~strong racing dinghy fleets Ooller in Danish). The club
.... , I 1 | y W _ ~~~~~~restaurant is very good, serving Classic Tuborg - a darker
. -1 l _ - l ~~~~~~~~than normal lager with a very good flavour - but then the

....... i * l-| - S .i l _ ~~Tubr : rwery was only a mile away, with its own Marina,

strength to press the button to operate these wonderful
showers. Spin dryer in the gents changing rooms and if you
desire a sauna , one each for both genders. Hellerup has

\ ~but it was upwid ewr eywtads estld~

_ ~~~~~~~~~~Saturday 01/08/98,
| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Overcast, light winds, rain promised- but we decided we

could not be in the Capital City of a country whose waters
[ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~we have been sailing in since 19/07/98, and not do the

tourist thing. Also we need to restock on food and sleep.
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~We went into town to do the Tivoli Palace and Gardens, saw

| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~some lovely drayhorses, (Carlsberg, naturally), the Museum,
and a very old pub called the Bernikow Inn, the Little

| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mermaid and canals on a waterbus, well driven, with only 1"
1clearances above and beside the launch sormetimes. We ate

The old lightship nouwhusbu
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Iabove: Parliamnentary buildings, the Carlsberg's drey was in its courtyard above. The drey in the courtyard of the Danish parliamnent

I below:Dick and the drey horses beo lc ith Yellow Misfit in the background

I 
I 



clearances above and beside the launch sometimes. We ate
icecreams, we shopped in Hellerup " High Street" and gener-
ally did the tourist bit.
Dined at the Sailing Club again looking out to the

,Middlegrund, the sun had come out and the sea was glassy
calm.
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I 02(08/98: 10:40 We crossed into Swedish waters below Ven, changed
08:20 Left Hellerup, (at 09:00, our Danish friend Mikeal courtesy flag and raised Q flag. Sunny and almost warm for
Petersen from Lilla Hamburgo visits, turned up, and so just a change.
missed us. He hopes to meet us again on the island if he and 13:10 Passed Helsingborg Ferry Hamn, bit of current

l Heidi can get away). Before we left, we settled up; Hellerup through the straits. Sky clouding over, sea beginning to pick
l fees 120Dkr for two days in Kobenhaven and unlimited hot up again.

ien~ lm li laim l , l g 1,l ,,- ................ C ,We put our nose into the old Docks now a marina develop
ment- but no fuel, and very soulless and glum under grey

|< | l l l 1 1 l lili 1 1l1 1l 1lill _ skies again. Wonder if it'll be nice when it's finished?
13:20 We continued up the coast, very obviously a beach
resort; hydros, rows of beach huts on stilts, grand hotels.
However, no one actually on the beaches.

111 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.>t,t>v......t.......111

s owers an saunas. Very goo va ue we thought. The food
in the Yacht club was good and the Steward and membersEvery helpful.

Engine on, sea flat calm, wind NW F0-1 max. Mink
playing on the pilings as we left, but they only came out as

| black blurs on the photo. They were totally unafraid of us.
'We'll motor over to Sweden, round the back of the Island 15:30 moored in Viken, sun came out again. Collecte
of Ven (about 11 Nm) before the bad weather comes again". Bensin and money from garage and bank situated together
10:00 We refilled the o/board tank, going well, sea like glass. at the cross-roads 30Om. Inland, beyond some lovely old

I



cottages by the harbour- but a bit touristy as a Hamn. (Nyha), Kullen (Kull), Arild(Aril).
16:10 Alice actually took a layer off and was warmed by the See Waypoint list at back of log.
Sun. "Joy" in her words. We motorsailed north towards Cape We've done 41.96 Nm at an average of 3 Kts., I think
Kullen. The NW wind is on the nose again. Thank goodness today.There are approximately 170 Nm in a GPS straight
for our trusty egg whisk. line to go to Lilla Hambugo.
18:35 We rounded Cape Kullen, about 100m off, heading
for Arild, our most practicable harbour for the night. Much 19:30 Arrived Arild in sunshine, clear sky and no wind. A
pink granite and very green grass and trees:- Yes, the sun very small Hamn, good free shower, small cafelkiosk, fresh
has come out again. So, of course, the wind promptly van- fish from the trawlers in early am. 80 Skr a night. The
ished, having been building nicely all the way north along heads are public, clean but basic and "end of season"; bro-
the Cape. We were looking for a nice fast reach once we ken fittings and one working light.
rounded Kullen, No chance, on egg whisk, on! Arild is a friendly, quiet fishing / holiday village, but

avoid the pontoon if you can,the kids rollerblade and cycle
Navigational interlude; on the harbour mole till a very late bedtime, then at 02:00
In a GPS line from Waypoint L to Kullen (Kull) is 145Nm. two young men came visiting their girls in a launch, then at
(The Waypoint Route used is L, Knud, Masn, Presto(Pre), 02:00, 03:30, 04:30, and 05:00 the fishermen go out. You
IRodvig(Rod), Dragor(Drag), Hellerup (Hell), Ven, Nyhamn can sleep in from 07:00 to 10:00 am as it all goes deathly

quiet again.
The Hamn was very full of "resident" craft, so we had to

moor on the pontoon in a bit of a rush. We had been
advised that the Hotel Restaurant up on the hill closed at
21OO(Hotel bar food basic, but very good. Texmex nights
also occur).

Whilst Alice was showering, I started putting the Tent
up and did the usual "You came from where ..... In that ...."
routine. Whilst I showered, Alice met a Welshman, Ifor from
New Tredegar with his Swedish in laws. They don't often see
a Red Duster in Arild.

its a small world, even smaller than we knew, because
Arild nice but noises in t Asa's brother and his family were in Arild that night, saw us



| and the boat, but didn't get a chance to speak to us. guide area chartlet, we are not totally suicidal!)as we are
Imagine their surprise, when they returned to Stockholm off the Danish charts at Arild and Caspers( Lars Caspersson,
and told Asa ( Alice's sister in law) of the English Wayfarer a good friend and marine electronics whizz) detailed charts
couple at Arild, and she said " Oh that was Alice, John's sis- only start at Varburg. Everyone and Torkel assured us that
ter and her husband, Richard." the Hallands coast up to Varburg was no problem. "Dead

easy bit of coast, etc. etc."
* 03/08/98 Monday We chugged along, catnapping, jib up, but only apparent
l 10:00 I cooked breakfast up on the Hamn mole. You have to wind.

watch the gulls thieving, according to the fishermen selling Another grey sky, grey sea, grey, grey day.
their catch from their boat on the mole. The fish don't 13:20 Refuelled outboard, Both of us dozing in turns due to
come much fresher or the gulls much cheekier. I did the the disturbed night at Arild.

* usual " From where... in that... how long?" routine 2 or 3 14:00 Alice spotted a container ship convergent about 3 Nm
l times whilst breakfast cooked. away. We altered course around his stern at 800m. No prob-

10:50 We left Arild, heading G11M "and turn right when lems. Very little else on the water, apart from a large ferry
we get to the E6". far away to the north east.
We were navigating by road map (and "Battourist " Hamn 15:30 We refuelled the eggwhisk - as we prepared to do this,

Alice discovered that the Two stroke oil container has
cracked and the oil is contaminated with bilge water. -Some
oil escaped into bilge but it must just have happened,
because not much of it swilling about. All told we've lost

/| | l | 1ll i l ||s_ ]1-| about a third of our last litre of unmixed oil.
All afternoon, we could see these towers on the skyline,

slowly getting bigger and bigger, as the sun goes, and high
cloud creeps down from the North. The seas have slowly
been building from a 1(4 metre to 2 metres at times,
swinging from the North to the West in origin, " I think we
are in for a blow "is our joint opinion.
16:00 approximately; we had hoped to push on to Varberg,
about 4.5 hours sail away, where Caspers charts begin, with-
out closing the Hallands Coast nearer than a Nm( the swellI ta enberg ucks know when to come ashore



is less further out in the deeper water). However, we pre- 4- *

ferred to be a live hero and heroine rather than dead cow- - ->'G
ards. j i
So, as the wind and waves steadily rose, we consulted the '1
"Battourist" hamnguide chartlet of the coast again, and i
* called up the safewater mark/entrance position given for
Falkenberg in " Battourist" from the GPS ( always prepare
waypoints for all the potential harbours of refuge along
your route at the start of each days sail, no matter how -44: 4 

tired you are!).
We closed the coast and picked up an rock cairn beacon
marked entrance in a line of stone breakwaters stretching
to the NW. We passed in and turned to port behind the
breakwaters towards those towers and the entrance GPS lkenberg Harbour looks
waypoint. t b l s
Our course is along at least 5km of golden strand ( not a teeth beneath the suri[
soul on it, we wonder why?) to leeward. With no detailed So, slowly and nerveraL.... 6.,, Ct , . -

chart of the area, we were wary of the obviously shallow under motor, over the line of the beach's protective break-
slate grey water and possible rocks. water, anxious about any rocks, wide around the long rock
We looked carefully for that " Skagerrack swirl" which the breakwaters stretching to seawards and into the main chan-

seaweed on the rocks just under the water produces on the nel they protected. We now had about a 112 litre of fuel
surface. left, and it was in the engine tank.
We came abeam of what seemed to be the small boat We motorsailed down the channel, wary of the sharp edged
entrance, but as it was not marked with the usual Black and lines of rocks forming the breakwaters, just as ugly looking
White bands painted on the rocks, nor were there any spar on the inside as on the outside. The surf in the channel was
buoys leading to it, we could not commit to it. heavy, because the river runs strongly out of the NW facing
( See the chart, in the grey light and drizzle, the spines of harbour mouth and the Westerly F4/5 gave a wind against

the breakwaters were appearing and disappearing in the tide effect, with im surf breaking into the harbour mouth
1.5 metre swell, and no rock pile breakwater survives its We picked a wave, accelerated onto its crest, furled the jib,
first winter ice intact. That inviting gap could have sharp rode that wave, then another, then another into the black

and white banded harbour mouth.

I



Once inside, Falkenberg harbour was at once calm and shel-
tered. We motored past the shipyard and lifeboat station
(two plus a tug, Hallands is definitely a hard coast!).
Rolf Neillson, a member of the SSRS (Swedish RNLI) crew,

* greeted us at the Falkenberg Batskallskap, berthed us in an
inner slot just our size right by the club house. It pays to be
only 4,80m long sometimes. He gave us strong hot coffee

* and warm spiced cakes in the clubhouse, after we had got
the tent up.
Leif, the SSRS Base Coxswain/manager, also a club member,
welcomed us
I" You'll be here for the Salmon Festival on Friday, then."
"oh no, Lief, once this lot blows over, we'll be on our way Falkenberg Press Call
North."
|"We'll see" said Lief smiling and handing over the heads key.
(Both the loos and showers were very clean, well appointed and spacious as is the Clubhouse: a marvellous facility, only(Bot theloo andshoers ereveryclen, wll ppoited a year or two old. Our key also opened the "social room",

with armchairs and a TV. These are not uncommon in the
newer and larger Clubs and marinas. You don't have to
open the whole club, but visitors can get away from their
boats and meet up with other crews in comfort. Although
the Clubhouse had a superb kitchen and clubroom, there
was no regular bar, Not surprising perhaps , given the price
of Swedish booze.)
The Club refused to take our Hamngift, that night and for
our whole stay, though we tried to pay our dues most days.
We socialised with the club members in the evening, our
Spiced Rum bottle well to the fore, then walked round the
town. Except for the Korv (soss Er chips) Kiosk all the
restaurants were shut by 22:00 and the four open bars

Fen q seemed pretty dead. So we walked back "home" to the boat
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I again. So to bed. we could not cross that one.
We cooked dinner on the boat, socialised with the Danes on

04108/98 Tuesday the next pontoon over and got the weather forecast:- Ugh!
Overcast, rain , again, wind well over l4mps, no boats Then we walked up to the harbour mouth, via the railway

leaving only coming in! tracks, and around
We were shopped to the local Newspaper by the the Bonded

Dynamic Duo, Rolf and Lief of the SSRS. As Lief said, " Not Warehouse site in
much happens here in Falkenberg, so you're a bit of an the wind and rain, as
event". Two women, a reporter and photographer turned couples do on a som-
up and with incredulity(neither sailed) interviewed and pho- mar's evening
tographed us. My 'best' Ventile cotton shoregoing trousers

* ripped at the crotch as I put them on just before the Press Having devel-
arrived. So it was a knobbly knees photocall for Dick as oped our thirst, we
Rolfls wife and his daughter had taken all our washing, decided to walk into

* including our smelly sailing gear off home to wash it. Falkenberg for a
Once you get into Sweden, the marina laundry facility drink. We gave the3 seems to dry up as do town laundrettes- " well everyone has Grand Hotel by the

a washing machine at home," sort of thing. 18th Century Road
Afterwards Alice and I walked into town to shop and lunch Bridge a miss
on Guinness, Vienna Steak and chips at William's Bar. tonight, and headed
Then we walked back out to the Club over the Road Bridge. for the Town Hall

Square. One or two
We have discovered that there are four Bridges in the other bars on the

* town, and have decided to use them all before we go. There way looked pretty
* is a new road bridge, the 18th Century road bridge, the rail- t'OIdtIiWstle Phone Bx t empty, so the ones

way bridge footway, and nicest of all, a footbridge right some sUpport in the Square
upstream by the old mills:- one handrail, crowded with seemed the best bet.
anglers, and 20 feet up!

* They are rebuilding/ building another one about lkm The English town of Oldthwistle has twinned with
downstream, over the top of a pipeline crossing the river, so Falkenberg, and given the town a red Telephone Box. The
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whole of the English Twinning Party were in Harry's Bar, front page, a larger photo and article on the back page. We
making it expensive and very full, but not much else:- buy and post three copies for family and friends.
there's a model railway set into the bar, but overall, not a At lunchtime we went to the Grand Hotel balcony/patio, but
very interesting Bar, too contrived and pseudo ' Cheers' no one about to serve us coffee, beer or food. We knew it
decor. was wet and windy, but it is almost totally enclosed in glass
So we went into William's Pub which serves draught and canvas canopy. We sat there writing up the Log and

Guinness and has the feel of a good English 'local "pub. some postcards for an hour, eventually only we two were
Back over the old bridge and so to bed. left (Club members very concerned about this:- it reflects on
05/09(98 Wednesday the town's tourist reputation, apparently).

* Weather still bad, the West wind is a "stiv kuling` or 14-16 r't be tooled by t,e sunshlnc, it's hlnwi% hard ,,r, a,d ,, not
mps, carrying loads of rain. tn g! o t o thi rail ne fo yoDI

I The river is in full spate, pity the poor salmon. Very .,
I attractive to walk beside, but we cannot get on with the

voyage, as the seas are rough and confused from Falkenberg3 to Glomme and beyond.
The local SSRS crew urged caution and advised us to

| stay put.
Each evenings weather forecasts are eagerly listened to

on the social room TV, radios and boat VHF's. The Danish
boats are doing a comparison of Swedish and Danish fore-
casts. Apparently the male Danes so far are optimistic but
inaccurate, the male Swedes pessimistic but accurate. Torkel
relays the Norwegian forecasts each night:- Apparently, not

* only are they absolutely accurate, but the female TV presen-
I ters are intelligent and pretty too! Alice very smug!

I can now sight read a Swedish language Internet Weather So we walked up to William's Bar and had a beer and
| fax:- L-ief tests me every day, of course, it is pretty much the snack, walked back to the Club, cooked an early supper on

same each time! the boat and sat in the social room chatting , translating
3 the newspaper article with Ninne Neillson.

Famous for fifteen minutes, our photo plus article on the After the weather forecast( still high winds), we both
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| walked round the "Salmon Walk":- all the way up Doctors in tune with most of the Dutch, the Danes and many
Walk, over the Mill bridge, down the town bankside, had a Swedes. He's not a great fan of the way many Brits conduct
beer in William's Bar and home. We have now crossed and themselves in other peoples countries either. Both he and
recrossed all the available bridges in Falkenberg. Alice reck- Alice are conscious of being guests in those countries and

l ons I got her a bit puffed on the Salmon Walk, as I walked try to be good ambassadors of the UK.
I too fast. He did admire German autobahn discipline when we

trailed through Germany to Denmark- there was none of
| 06/08/98 Thursday the M25/M6/M11 style desperate tailgating, despite there

The winds are still too high; 13-15 mps, seas rough, nobody being only two lanes on most autobahns. Its just their
* on that lovely Strand( Mind, the sand was winddriven at you behaviour near to water that worries him. He dreads the

head height and above). arrival of the floating all weather beach towel:- You will not
l All night there were huge rainladen gusts which slewed find an vacant marina berth in Northern Europe.
l the boat about. Alice's home-made boat tent performed

magnificently throughout. The only damp is from condensa- The Danes got soaked cycling about this morning, but
tion if we have to batten down right down and ventilation is Gunne and his wife Varta (who have an 8 tonne yacht and
reduced to nil. The rain is still sweeping through, what a have just completed a long planned 2 month passage via

* wet week for August. the canals to Stockholm and back up the Baltic Coast) like
One German yacht skipper would not accept the implica- ourselves have kept close to the Club and boat out of the

tions of a Westerly kuling on the Hallands Coast, the visual rain. Gunne is a pilot and tug skipper out of Marstrand for
* evidence each morning this week of fresh vessels, often very the Sjofarting, the Government Marine Service. He has no

large craft, having gratefully reached shelter in Falkenberg intention of going out for at least another 24 hours, until
* overnight. the seas subside.

Despite everyone's efforts to explain in English, Danish Alice and I visited the Town and Private Falkenberg
* and German, he motorsailed out of the harbour entrance Museums in the afternoon between rain squalls.
* into those seas. He came surfing back in half an hour later, The Town Museum is very modern, situated in an old mill

(to SSRS Leif and Rolf's visible relief) and took a vacant on the harbour. It has Art and Local Industries Audio/visual
berth further up the marina from his original berth. walkthrough displays of Falkenberg history from prehistoric
He kept a very low profile thereafter. to modern times:- the town exported granite cobblestones

If Dick seems a bit down on Germans in the Log, it's and clogs in the late C19th and early C20th, in addition to
only because of observed phenomena and he found himself the Salmon fishery and Auction market.
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| The Private Museum is in a house in the Old Town. It has back over the bridge and down through town.)
many costumes and artefacts on display, mostly C18th
onwards. We rose, showered and breakfasted in a leisurely fashion. I
Both Museums are worth a visit, but are very different to refuelled from the Tankomat beside the Fuel Storage tanks
each other. beside the road bridge (Outboard oil from the petrol station

behind the ICA supermarket in town), then we watched a
To William's Bar in the evening, Dick accosted by a young Latvian 5 000 tonnes coaster struggle to turn round in the

* lady" a little the worse for wear" who wanted to know if he river in the lee of the Silos. The strong gusts of wind had
was the Sailor Englishman in the Local Paper. This wrecked a copy book warp round by the bows attempt using
encounter seemed to make her day, and she stuck like glue shorelines. Finally, it turned under power very gingerly back
for awhile, much to Alice's amusement, if not her young and forth, sheltering as much as possible behind the silos
man's. from the NW gusts, which are hard to stand against on

I Such is Fame? shore. Later, a big tanker came into the floating dry-dock
opposite the Club, and it was pumped out ready to start

| 07/09/98 Friday work; something we had never seen happen before.
Winds still Westerly or NW, 13-15mps, so slept late until
woken by the daily Locomotive rushing to the Bonded ware- We heard from Richard Buttner today that the Gothenberg
house. (This daily event is straight out of an Eisenstein ferry is full until September, so we'll go back via Esjberg,

u movie; this whopping great Diesel Goods Loco, with a bal- which has space.
cony at either end comes thundering over the railway
bridge about 10:00hrs and up the rails laid on the dockside, In the late afternoon, had a Spiced Rum with everyone in

* past the club and our berth, with two railmen standing the social room, then walked up to the town along the river-
braced left and right on the front balcony. You can just bank with Gunne and Varta to see the Salmon Festival

l imagine the Commissar saying, " Go, Comrades, supplies of Lottery:- a pingpong ball race from the mill bridge, with var-
l Viking Vodka must get through to our Comrades thirsting ious prizes for the first balls of each colour into the trap.

in Stockholm(or wherever)". The only thing missing is the Gunne very unhappy in the crowds along the bank-about
| flags, but perhaps the Orange safety jackets make up for the same as London Bridge Tube at rush hour, so we came

that? About 19:00 hrs, the loco comes down again, with back to the Club, and a sociable beer watching the Fireworks
about 20 container cars of booze, one guy on the front with Display from the Club balcony, with Rolf, Lief "I said you
VHF, one on the last wagon, reverses over the main road, would be here for the Festival" he twinkled, their families

I



H and friends.
A very happy end to an enforced stay due to stress ofI weather.
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08/08(98 Saturday
08:10 We set off'to the North again. NW Frisk wind (fresh 15:00 We refuelled at Bua, which has a SSRS SAR boat called
breeze in Beaufort). The onshore seas are down to a metre Oddfellow(surprise, surprise, paid for by the OddFellows of'
high off Falkenberg, and we want to get on to Marstrand Sweden, just like the Round Table and Lions lifeboats of the
and beyond by water. Under jib and engine, we plug RNLI.)
through the heavy and confused seas from Falkenberg up Despite the rain having stopped for a while, the town of Bua
past Glomme under the usual lead grey sky, rain and sea. is completely asleep. No signs of life even on the Rolls
There are a few more yachts out todaiy, mostly going North Royces of Fishing boats at the quay. All large, very
like us, clean/new/neWA;Iy painted.
12:35 varberg Castle abeam, with its museum of schnapps Fuel at Bua is from a Tankomat on the east side of the
glasses, wshich we will not see this trip, alas. (According to Hamn, petrol and diesel dispensed in exchange for newish
Lars, it plots the decline of the schnapps glass from a half 20 & 100Skr notes in the slot. No Two stroke oil ,etc.
litre in the C14th to the Danish 5cl, measure of today.) We Available.
are doing 44Akts under jib and engine up w\ind, heading for We threaded our way back down the channel and out to sea.
Bua. 18:30+±- We made good progress past Malo - 57 minutes

*bil from Bua. The rain started again about nowA, poor visibility,
really vertical heavy rain, no wind, flat calm all the way up

i j.x. the coast.
1i '.. Love is when Alice realised that her oilies are hanging onI.| g - , . E ,xg the bathroom door( don't ask!) back in England and Dick let

her have all that has survived of his the coat. He regretted
it later as the rain poured downi and penetrated even his
TX-Direct proofed Trax Top and Salopettes, but what choice
does a chap have?I Whilst changing the Magellan Pioneer GPS batteries in the
rain, the spring clip which holds in the batteries fell out.

l I | Fortunately, we caught both the tiny metal U piece which
clamps the spring clip in place and the clip itself. Its a shod-
dy construction, becajuse if its chucking down, you have to
turn the GPS over to keep the ra.lin out of the battery box.

SsRk (XdIlIOw stationed dt Bua

I



GPS construction should therefore reflect the realities of hammerheads.
actual outdoor use, What a contrast to all the previous day!
Ulp past the Radio Observatory near Fjarhals Nature A Swedish Navy 'Whispering Death" passed astern of us
Reserve, the enormous domes looming up in the rain and below the main Gothenburg channel, Matt black, going like
gloom on the shore like something out of 'Alien' the clappers, no wash and hardly a sound.
20:00 We found Kullavik Hl-amn after one false start ( a pri- 16:15 Position 57degrees 47' 96"N 110 40' 86't off Lango,
vate marina just round the corner) and some pretty good Alice saw a seal in the water having a pleasant Swim, but it
pilotage ( though Dick said it himself). Peer through the dived as soon as it sawu us.
rain, count: the islands, potter on through the gloom, peer Motorsailing against the wind( NW 8-10mps) and sea s

* through the rain, count the islands, potter on and BINGO; tered only when Breezy weather off Nordon
Kullavik H imn. Keen, eager, friendly staff there to welcome the islands give us

* us i.e.; Darkish, raining hard, and not a soul to be seen. a lee, but the Sun
l Phoned Torkel for tomorrow's weather- due to improve is still out to dry i

and my Dad, the spray off; its
We've done 44.32 Nm by GPS waypoints today. Both of us losing but nice to
very wet, tired, and touclly, and definite W Plowman Trophy see after so many
Log candidates. grey days.
We showered in the darkest, most cramped shower cubicle 16:30 We nearly
of the whole journey so far, and so to soggy boat and bed. got run down by

* DEFINITELY NOT THIE HIGH] POINT OF THE TRIP, some fools in a
09/08(98 Sunday 1o0m Powsverboat
1 1:05 left Kullavik after a cooked breakfast, still no one doing 30 Kt. out
about but a few dinghy racers rigging. No sign of the of the channel by
Hamrinvard(HM), Sarholmen, carv-

* Whait a difference in weather; Sun, Blue sky and sea, Warm ing up a couple of
light wind, [2/3, but still NNW and on the nose), small motor cruis-
Today's target is Marstrand, sailing for choice, and the Sun, ers in passing. We
and the archipelago basking in it, covered in Sunday sails, had to give him 5
seemed to make all the discomfort worthwhile. blasts before he
Seabreeze clouds above the land, building up to quite high managed to veer
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| off. Not at all in control of his vessel, a couple of sad mid- So, we delved into the trusty well stocked toolbox( it has
dle-aged. overpaid, overpowered and underskilled blokes. had a busy trip) found and fitted 2x8mm stainless steel3 1 8:00 Arrived Nordon(Hihmngift Skr 50), enormous free washers and lx8mm stainless nut which seem to do theshower cuAbicles, Clean, tidy, but pretty dead after 20:00.
Just a marina on the E168 with a Rigging gantry. About 1( 2
km back towards the Marstrand Bridge there is a cafe you
can both moor at and walk to, but it closed at 19:00 or so.
Being Sweden, you can get a bus into Marstrand if you crave
the bright lights( But they all close at 22:00 according toI unne and Varta).
We did 24A1 Nm by GPS Waypoints in the sunny and pleas-

l ant time of 7 hours, Today was what the trip was supposed
U to be like, until we hit the wvorst Scandinavian sommar for a

century.
Stiil there are only 43 Nm to go by GPS, more as the fjords
run.

Bassenholrnen nature reserve channel -wel its got
10/08(98 Monday sun in it!
10:05 We got going, sunny, no wind again. Breakfast under trick with a bit of Loctite. We took the opportunity to clean
\* ay,caviar, wheatbrod and coffee in the sunshine, There is a out the inline fuel filter (Ugh!) whilst everything dismantle&.
fuel pontoon at Stenungsbad(vid kaj in a Swedish Pilot or 12:00 We started off again, sun still shining, still flat calm.
| Hamn guide means there is a Fuel quay, pontoon or oiler 13:00 Weather remained sunny and flat calm until around
available. It beats carrying sloshling cans for miles.) 13:00, when a Southerly F0-2 sprang up near Stenungsund,
Todays target is Uddevalla. perhaps because of the bridge and wooded cliffs.

l 11:15 Refuelled outboard, 13:30 We woke up the hto lads running the Stenungsbad
11:1 7 We noticed petrol pouring out of the fuel tap area of fuel pontoon, filled all four cans up, then crossed over the
the engine cover! Stopped the engine, stripped off the cover channel to Stenungsund for groceries and AA batteries. Alice
and found that the retaining plate and nut at the back of disappeared into the enormous waterside Shopping Mall,
the f'uel tap had vanished into the fjord in the last two min - whilst I checked the fuel tap repair over and tidied the boat
utes. up. (A Pilotage tip for aspiring Plowman Trophy Wayfarer

l



j .skippers repeating this trip; go for the official Gasthamn uses." Is my
brths at the Northern end of the Mall marinai, The super- favourite crew

market food hall is att that end, so your crew will not have going soft? Will
to lug the shopping half a mile to the boat. Not only Will we have to buy

I the love of your life not be so tired, their arms will not be a Portapotti
* dangling round their knees! They will also be more apprecia- with lead keel,

tive of the exhausting efforts you made to clean and tidy sails, motor
the boat, and write the log up whilst they were gone! That, and galley
of course, i. the real reason why you were asleep in the sun attached? Only
u hen they staggered back?). time will tell.
14 45 We set off again under jib and motor, resigned to We plodded on

another Hlo hum day on the motor catching up on the sun- down the KalvoI tans. fluh, fat chance, this is the "green winter", so the sky fjord, on the
gradually clouded over, back to normal grey skies again. portside of the
At the Northern end of the Stenung channel, by the tank channel to get
farm we sav the LPG carrier KOSAN, a frequent caller at the best of
Milford Haven and Dale Roads. We are learning what a vety such airs as

sman ll world No rthern Europe is wkhen viewed from wvaterlev- there we re,
cl, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~together, with aU lc:00 `The skv is lead grey again, no surface wind in the grandfather

hnterisland channels, but at least there's no rain". and gr-andson,3 In view of the way the weather was going, wie carried on ghosting along
round to IHenan, and hope to visit Uddevalla and all the in a Folkboat
delightful small side fjordls another year. right beside the

I oing thr-ough the Vindon channel we surprised four girls in cliffs on the
a Swedish Folkboat emptying their potty over the side. Saten side, then ourselves, then a large motorsailer slightly
| hev seeremed a bit embarrassed, But Alice seemed jealous, " ahead in the main channel.
Shoeoffs, they've got a proper potty. All we've got is a cut- Suddenly, a small motor launch charged round the island of
down 51 Petrol c.n bailer." " But Alice, according to Frank Kalvon at 20.+ kts, and perhaps tried to apply the IRPCS

* Dye, everything on a Wayfarer has to have at leiist two too rigidly. Its teenaged girl helm tried to pass between th
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l aFolkboat and the makes our trip look like a dcay sail!
cliffs, suddenly
realised there was 20:05 Tent up, Alice off to the showers, I get the meal
no room, pulled started, just as the pasta boils over., the M M arrives; `9OSkr
sharply right a night, you are in the wrong berth, and will have to moveI _across the front if they come back, and I'm closing the Shower block at
of the Folkboat 21:00." Can you tell its the end of the season in HenTnlI9S I | 11 _ and ourselves,
straight at the 21:00 The shower block is closed, and so is the rest of the
side of the town, except for the Nightloo and the one cafe/ bar. Of the
motorsailer. The hto, the empty Nightloo was the livelier so wve went to bed.
whitefaced helm It certainly is the end of the jwedish holiday season in
managed to haul Henan,
the speeding

l t ~ ' s launch hard over
to pass betvween
l us and the 111/08/98 Tuesday

_ motorsailer. The 07:45 Woke up, WCe aim to reach Torkel's today!
two adult women,U i_ girl helm and sev- 09:00 The fuel quay at the hamn mouth still not open, so

Thib ns gQt sur (n- ndsgatn in it! eral small chil- started without breakfast. The sky is overcast, but there is
dren in the some blue sky in the SE. Flat mirror calnm Crossed the wild

launch all learnt neu~ synonyms in Swedish and English for mussel beds to the west o-f Henan slowly very very shallow,
what an awful piece of boathandling", from our three even for a Wayfarer.

l wildly rocking boats as their launch moved off up channel , 09:45 We were right in the mniddle of the Bassholmen
only just beginning to slow down. Nature Reserve, threading a very narrow channel, rock-

| 19:20 Arrived Henan (home to Najad Yachts aka lined, between Koho fjord and Lysekil fjordL
Halleberg Rassy) in a grey flat calm, our wake the only It is a very beautiful place> we took lots of pictures, of the
movement on the water. Not a soul around, but some very area as seen from the channel, including the 10:00am Ferrn
nice Yachts in the Na ad Yard, including one from the USA- with the lady skipper, who waited for us to pass- it's unusu-
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al for Swedish chain ferries to wait for anyone! Be warned! church spire against: the skyline of pink granite. Still a total
The whole area requires further exploration, sketching and mirror flat calm, motoring at 5kts per the Gps. The sun is
photography ( a W Rally perhaps?). It is very pretty and still out, light high cloud, light blue sky and sea: this is

mnore like a Skaggerack sommnardag,

U F gr : U 12:45 Very slight W breeze, still sunny, H'allo lighthouse
abeam bearing 0550M, about 400m. In the calm goodI weather, we took the outside route up from Lysekil to
Hamburgsund, avoiding the crouds in the interisland chan
nels. ETA the
Old Hag Beacon Lysekil town
off our destina-
tion; 21/2
hours
13:11 Skarsvatt
Light abeam, jib
and motor, ,.

5kts. `Is there a
Bassenholmen nature reserve - liast one, we promise, the channel is bit of a breeze
between the two rocks, about 4m usable width, watch the starboard from t West?"

rocki ~~~~~~~~~~~from the West?* ock.

"The forecast3 charming, the water is completely transparent (so you can sea breeze was
see how close the rocks are underneath!). Easterly." Thats _.

the trouble with
Probably best to avoidJune andjuly peak periods when we archiepelago's-
do come again, water allI Leaving the Nature Reserve ,four small black furred mam- around.
mals (mink, rats, lemmings?) swam right across the channel 14:00 Soteskar
in front of us. Light abeam, W
1 1:00 Lysekil town just to our North, very striking, with the wind at last,

I



main up in the island's lee, sailing properly at last, instead Once on Lilla Hamburgo, we unpacked the boat and settled
of just passage making. into our stuga under the barn.I Spotted our second seal 58degrees 27.32'N 11012.63'E,
3.69Nm off the old Hag.
15:30 Turned into the Hamburgsund Channel below the Old
Ha Beacon rock, 12/08(98

Wednesday,-I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~last night
was my
first night
under a
roof except
for beerU ,~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~and showers

02/07/98. 
* woke up

twice
because theI ~. stuga wasT c0 Hag Baeon S tn Si
too hot and

| stuffy even
16:05 Formal journey's end!We moored outside Hjalmeers after I
Bar by the ferry to Hamburgo,the big island. We're ready opened all
for a beer but its closed in August until 18:00! So we met the win-

I up with Torkel there, as he drove back from Uddevalla and dows. Alice
had a celebratory beer from our supplies. was in two
Torkel took the ferry onto Hamburgo, thence by boat onto sleeping
Lilla Harnburgo to get ready for us ,whilst we motored bags, I jd lorkel open the bar
at-ound Hambugo. think I got fjaimeers Bar jetty- Dick



the message, so I closed the windows and got accimatised Pair of All Terrain sandals shot and buried at Prest0 - Boy,
again! did they pong!

* Tonight we go to Hjalmers Bar for a meal with Torkel to Pair each of Leather and canvas shoes on their way out at
celebrate our voyage. the momnent.
The weather being a little rough as usual, Alice sent me Its been quite heavy on his feet too- he has lost two toenails
round in the stuga's outboard dinghy to Hamburgsund to as well as the footwear!

* shop for the 3F's food, fuel and footwear :- A pair of Industrial clogs (extra thick soles and steel toe
plates) are duly purchased at 175 Skr the pair. Perhaps
they'll last till we get home?

W We have copied onto paper all 70 GPS waypoints from the
trip so they are not lost if the Magellan collapses like the
Gamin 45 did.

I he islandjetty- misfit, Torkel's trawler, s

I Its been a heavy trip on Dick's footwear;
Pair of canvas deck shoes died and consigned to a skip in

| Oudeschilde, Texel.
Pair of brand new flip flops ripped apart on the bottom
s3rids of the Rally moorings.
* Pai of leather deck shoes also at Svenborg. Island Life; Alice, Lars, Caspar. Misfit, Trawler, and Sunset drinks



I A good job well done, so here ends the log, but not yet our
In the afternoon Dick pumped out all the island dinghies holiday. We need a few days stationary rest.
and the Wayfarer to work up a bit of a thirst for tonight (in
the wee small hours of the 13th, a terrific downpour filled

* l the Wayfarer up to the floorboards again, to help me work
* l off the beer and food.).

In the evening, about 19:00, went round to Hjalmeer's Bar
| l in Torkel's trawler and moored outside (cannot do that in

July, the town quay is full of Stockholm posers with welded
|, on sail covers). We delivered the symbolic cans of Murphy's

Stout which started the whole trip thing off on our last visitH l two years ago. " Yes we have sailed it over this time!"
Torkel, being a local,had given the chef a free hand for our
meal, and he served delicous fresh local caught fish with

| creamed potatoes, with the local Icecream Factory products
*for afters.
After a few 50(50 beers, a Guiness or two, and several half
litres of Bacardi and Coke with Torkel and three of the local
Trawler skippers, Alice and I got promoted to "you are skip-

| par, too."
Alice and the rest of the girls kept the bar from sliding

| l about, whilst we lads navigated our table up and down the
Skaggerack coastline, hanging on like grim death as it
pitched and rolled on the Bar floor waves.

We came home very merry, stretched out on the Engine
cover, looking at the stars and telling Torkel when to, 'ang a
left, out towards the Island by reference to our astro sight-

I ings. Fortunately, he had the Gps, and searchlight controls
to hand, so we did not end up in Oslo or Newcastle!
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Harnbumgsund archiepelago in the sunsh1ine!
A very nice place to be,

The rest of the holiday was wet, very sociable and cultural. We took
our neighbours on the Island, Swedish and old friends of Lars,but
new to the island, to see Asa's famous tapestry Red Orm, all 90
meters of it, at Stromstad along with a most splendid meal at the
Grebbestad Fish Restaurant. They in turn organised a Crayfish party
on the island. All too soon it was time to catch the Ferry home!
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Waypoint List W7241 98

IWAYPOINT LIST YELLOW MISFIT SOMMAR 98 CRUISE _

_ |SAILING |HEALTH WARNING _ _|

These GPS Waypoints should not be used without charts, experience and
navigational training REMEMBER GPS WORKS IN STRAIGHT LINES AND
IGNORES ROCKS, SANDBANKS, AND OTHER TRIFLES LIKE CAPE KULLEN!

Location |Name Title Northing Easting Nm to next
North sea WP down

5/7/98 13:00 52 20.37N 001 56.52E 1.3
14:30 52 21.56N 001 56.52E 5.2
16:00 52 23.56N 002 84.46E 3.1
17:00 52 25.OON 002 00.02E 6.8
18:00 52 25.22N 002 11.13E 2.5
20:00 52 24.02N 002 14.35E 1.9
21:30 52 25.12N 002 17.02E 3.6
23:00 52 28.49N 002 16.54E 9.5

6/7/98 01:00 52 36.14N 002 26.43E 10
04:00 52 42.53N 002 39.32E 1Z2
10:30 52 37.23N 002 57.14E 7.3
13:00 52 37.31 N 003 09.19E 7.2
16:00 52 38.45N 003 20.56E 8.6
19:00 52 39.28N 003 34.58E 14

7/7/98 01:15 52 46.25N 003 54.33E 22
07:20 52 52.30N 004 29.02E 5.9

Grote kap 52 52.90N 004 41.40E Info. only
DH SWM 52 53.OON 004 38.50E 7
DH Marin 52 58.OON 004 47.OOE 0

Dutch _____ _ LMO1 53 02.99: 004 54.29E 4.5
KLZC 53 00.OON 004 49.OOE 2.1

_______ __________Oude 53 02.OON 004 50.14E 6.6
Texel--- Terschell. B 53 03.86N 005 00.39E 8.1

T32 53 03.86N 005 00.53E 6.5
C 53 21.95N 005 13.45E 3
D 53 13.OON 005 10.OOE 4.2
_________E 153 17.00N 005 11.50E 2.8
F 53 19.OON 005 15.OOE 2.6
G 53 20.50N 005 11.50E 2.6
WTER 53 23.02N 005 14.02E 0

Nm to nxt WP
Danmark Ratzimunde RATZ 55 01.86N 010 31.49E 7.1
solo TAUR 55 01.76N 010 43.23E 17

OMO 0M0 55 10.23N 011 09.71 E 6
. NE 55 10.80N 1011 19.32E 5

V 55 02.OSN 011 22.SOE INFO ONLY
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Bisserup BISS 55 11.02N 011 28.05E 1
L 55 1 1.BON 011 29.47E 5.8

Knudhoven KNUD 55 05.50N 011 34.OOE 14
Masnedo MASN 54 58.06N 011 53.50E 11

KARR 55 1 O.OSN 011 38.05E INFO ONLY
_Presto PRES 55 07.47N 012 02.61E 0

Nm to nxt WP
Danmark Presto PRES 55 07.47N 012 02.61 E 14
2 up Rodvig ROD 55 14.50N 012 24.OOE 7.5

80K 55 22.16N 012 25.OOE 16
KOGE 55 28.35N 012 12.OOE INFO.ONLY

Dragor DRAG 55 35.40N 012 41.90E 7.7
Copenhagen COP 55 43.90N 012 43.51E 5
Hellerup HELL 55 43.06N 012 35.01 E 11

LMNO3 55 50.06N 012 40.65E INFO ONLY
Ven VEN 55 53.OON 012 43.51E 23

0_BORS 55 54.50N 012 47.90E INFO ONLY
NYHA 56 15.02N 012 31.OOE 4.3

Cape Kullen KULL 56 18.40N 012 26.50E 4.8
Arild ARIL 56 17.OON 012 34.51 E 0

Nm to nxt wp
Swedish Arild ARIL 56 17.OON 012 34.51 E 9.1

TORE 56 26.OON 012 37.OOE 28
SKAL 56 44.OON 012 39.OOE info only

Falkenberg___ Falk 56 53.60N 012 29.70E 4.9
Glomme GLOM 56 56.OON 012 21.OOE 12

LMO5 57 06.17N 012 10.91E 2.1
_______ Varberg VARB 57 06.80N 012 14.OOE 8.8
Bua BUA 57 14.OON 012 07.OOE 2

RING 57 15.40N 012 05.OOE 5.4
Malo MALO 57 20.OON 011 59.05E 14
Kullavik KUVK 57 33.OON 011 55.50E 0

Nm to nxt WP
Kullavik KUVK 57 33.OON 011 55.50E 0

RIVO 57 40.OON 011 49.OOE 7
LVAR 5742.1ON 011 42.50E 4

Gall GALL 57 45.50N 011 43.OOE 3.7
Seal nol SEAL] 57 47.09 011 40.08E 2

LANG 57 51.OON 011 39.OOE 3.9
_ Nordon NORD 57 53.60N 011 41.30E 2.5

____ Stenungbgsnd. STEN 58 03.80N 011 48.60E 11
LMO6 158 03.85N 011 48.62E 0.5

Ljungskile LJUN 58 13.40N 011 55.OOE 11
ISTROM 58 14.30N 011 33.50E 3.3
_LMO8 58 14.37N 011 40.69E 0.1
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Henan HENA 158 14.40N 011 40.90E | 7.3

Lysekil LYSE 58 16.20N 011 26.40E 7.8
Kungshamn KUNG 58 21.7ON 011 15.OOE 1.9
Hunnebostrand HUNN 58 26.40N 011 17.70E refuge only

_Halo Light HALO 58 20.70N 011 12.OOE 7.4
Seal no2 SEAL2 58 27.32N. 011 12.06E 3.9
______ Hag HAG 58 31.1ON 011 15.OOE 3.9
Hamburgsnd HAMD 58 33.2ON 011 16.30E 0

LM09 58 32.61N 011 16.32E Old hag/lilla
LM1o 58 33.16N 011 16.09E channel WP
LM1 1 58 33.20N 011 16.12E for the nights
LM12 58 33.17N 011 16.07E out on the town
LM13 58 33.18N 011 16.07E /visiting

INFO ONLY= USED ON TRIP FOR REFUGE/NAV./BUT NOT USED IN MILEAGE CALCN.

NM TO NEXT WP = DISTANCE FROM THIS WP TO NEXT ONE USED FOR MILEAGE &/OR
NAV PURPOSES, IGNORES INFO. ONLY WPS.
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